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EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE – AN ANSWER TO THE DEFICIT OF TALENTS,
IN THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Ph. D. Lavinia RASCA: laviniar@asebuss.ro
The Institute for Business Administration in Bucharest
Abstract: According to recent research, there are major changes in the labor market, technology leading to the
creation of new jobs, while other jobs disappear. Human resources become very diverse, automation-savvy, and
social media- proficient. Employers strive for improving labor productivity, and innovation, needing employees
with new skills, which they find hard to find: entrepreneurial mindset, responsiveness to change, willingness to
innovate. They need talents, and they are not enough in the labor market, so they need to retain those that already
work for them. Characteristics of the working places will change, technology will make the boarder between work,
and personal life very fuzzy, and people will like to have flexibility in working hour and place. in order to keep longer
talents in their jobs, employers need to motivate, satisfy, and engage them. International studies found that these
conditions are no longer enough. For the first time, Deloitte highlighted the concept of employee experience, as
a condition to retain talents, and to make them performant, including also wellbeing, and connection. Wellbeing,
meant at improving the quality of both professional and personal life, will be crucial. HR departments and leaders
will also have to align employees, connecting them to the organization, and among themselves. This paper aims
to present the results of author’s literature review, observation, interviews with leaders and HR practitioners, in
order to identify the latest changes in the labor market. Some trends related to new necessary competencies, as
well as better leadership and human resources practices, meant to attract, retain, and develop talents are also
emphasized. Another goal is to update the “Motivation – satisfaction – engagement model”, previously developed
by the author, in light of the new theories regarding “Employee experience”, highlighted for the first time by
Deloitte, in 2017.
Keywords: The fourth industrial revolution, HR practitioners, leaders, engagement, employee experience
INTRODUCTION
The fourth industrial revolution brought transformations faster, and more impactful than before, representing
a challenge for leaders and HR managers, mainly in terms of jobs and work force. Employers look for new skills,
that are difficult to find, and are willing to attract, engage and retain in their organizations those people that
demonstrate attitudes like responsiveness to change, entrepreneurial mindset, willingness to innovate (Rasca,
2017).
This paper, aims to present the results of author’s literature review, observation, interviews with leaders and
HR practitioners, aimed to identify the latest changes in the labor markets. Some trends related to new necessary
competencies, better leadership and human resources practices, meant to attract, retain, and develop talents
are also emphasized. Another goal is to update, in light of the new theories regarding employee experience,
highlighted for the first time by Deloitte, in 2017, the “Motivation – satisfaction – engagement model”, previously
developed by the author (Rasca, 2017).
LITERATURE REVIEW
According to specialists, in the context of the fourth industrial revolution, the labor market will be characterized
by an excess of workers, and a deficit of those talents that poses the right competencies for specific job openings.
Demand in the labor market
The International Labor Organization (2018) announced an unemployment of 5,7% - 192 million persons, in
2017. Meanwhile, Manpower Group (2018) reported, for 2017, the highest talent shortage, since 2007. Globally,
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45% of the companies had difficulties in filling roles, compared to 40% in 2016. Japan (89%), Romania (81%),
and Taiwan (79%) were the top three countries where employers reported that it was hard to find the right people,
for the right job, in the right moment. in 2017, according to Manpower, the main reasons for the talent deficit were
related to the new characteristics and requirements of jobs in companies that digitalize, automate, and transform.
Some of these reasons were: the lack of applicants (29%), the lack of hard skills and human strengths (27%), the
lack of applicants’ experience (20%). 56% of the employers declared that communication skills, verbal and written,
collaboration, and problem solving are the most important human strengths they were looking for when hiring.
According to McKinsey (2012), there are more reasons for the excess of workers, and deficit of talents:
technology has changed production and operations, replacing mostly low-skill workers; around the globe, there is
a low supply of workers with tertiary education; there is a geographic imbalance between the countries that create
jobs, like USA and Western Union, and those with highest unemployment rates, that do not create jobs.
So, talents necessary to insure companies’ competitive advantage will be difficult to find, hire, and retain.
Specialists plead for solutions that might reduce these problem, in the long run: to adapt education to the new
trends in the labor market, in order to supply better equipped workers, and to develop entrepreneurship, in order
to create new jobs. The solutions in the short run would be to seek for those talents that are not attracted yet in the
labor market – women, and specialists older than 55, and to improve leadership and HR practices, for increasing
employees’ engagement and performance.
Supply in the labor market
The work force demographics will change: more millennials will work together with peers from generation
X, having to cooperate despite the huge differences among them. The latter will retire much later, or not at all,
because of income uncertainty, and also due to better health, and to change in mentality. More women will enter
the labor market, enjoying their special qualifications (more than 50% of higher education graduates are women),
and the fact that physical power will be no longer needed, being replaced by technology. Migration will increase,
so more and more immigrants will be present in the global work environment. Workforce is more digital, more
global, diverse, automation-savvy, and social media- proficient.
The Romanian Labor Market
As mentioned before, Romania faces a huge deficit of employees. The number of jobs increased, so
demand of talent increased, mainly in the IT&C and Automotive industry. According to Catalyst Solution study
“The most desired employers” (2017), the IT sector is preferred by Romanian talents. Here, work is more efficient,
so salaries and benefits are higher than in other industries. Employers in the IT sector offer training, so they can
attract employees from other industries, one of them being banking, once very popular. According to Catalyst
Solution, when choosing employers, talents are looking for: a pleasant working atmosphere, a fair salary, certainty,
professional challenges, access to good training and development opportunities, good communication with peers
and managers, modern and functional work facilities.
The supply of talents is lower than the demand. Leaders, and HR practitioners claim that education does
not provide candidates with the necessary competencies. However, few employers are committed to hire young
people for attitude, and to develop them for the specific knowledge and skills they need.
Another reason for the deficit of talents is their massive emigration. Youngsters (mainly researchers, doctors,
and IT specialists) leave because of: corruption, lack of opportunities for professional development, promotions
that many times are not based on merit, bureaucracy in the public sector, low salaries in lack of productivity, lack
of infrastructure and of technical equipment (Vranceanu, 2018).
Employee experience, employers’ response to talent deficit
Outstanding employers, striving for good organizational performance, are more and more determined to
retain talents, and aware that engagement is key to their loyalty and performance. They recognize that highly
engaged workforce can increase innovation, productivity, retention, and reduce costs related to hiring (Harvard
Business Review Analytic Services, 2014). They also recognize that most employees (70%) are disengaged
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(Gallup, 2017), while 30% claim that they expect to change jobs in a year (Mercer, 2017). Millennials are the least
engaged generation in the workforce. Among the initiatives taken for good results in employee engagement by
the successful surveyed companies are: clear communication of business objectives and strategies; performance
indicators tied to business goals; benchmarking used both inside and outside companies and industries; employees
empowered to work creatively to solve problems; formal recognition programs to reward top performance; decent
amount of autonomy in decision making given at the individual team level. World Economic Forum (2017)
recommended to the leaders to empower human resources managers to create more flexible working conditions,
offering employees the option of working remotely.
According to the third global employee engagement index of Effectory International (2018), company culture,
the freedom to work and perform, exceptional leaders and inspiring managers are the key factors in employee
engagement. The report defined the most important five reasons that make talents leave the organizations. These
are: they no longer fit in, they are unclear what their work should be in order to perform their role as expected, they
lack chances to develop within their field of expertise, they find work too physically demanding, they are unable
to work efficiently.
In 2017, a Deloitte report highlighted for the first time the importance of employee experience for organizational
performance. Employee experience is the result of connection, meaning, impact, and appreciation that employees
find in their jobs, in daily interactions with company values, coworkers, management, customers, work content,
tools and technology, and physical environment. It should be: present at all levels of the organizations, ongoing,
interactive, motivating, culture-driven, and customized, employee-centric. Employees who participated in Deloitte
survey declared that their positive experience was influenced by company culture (49%), technology and tools
(29%), physical environment (22%). Companies that strive for a positive employee experience invest in four
pillars: their connection with managers, colleagues, company, and community; meaning and purpose of their
work, and of the company; proofs that their work impacts colleagues and organizations for the better; feeling
of appreciation and acknowledgement for their contribution. Great organizations provide opportunities for an
interesting work, and for employee development, has a supportive management, a positive work environment,
and a trustworthy leadership. Companies need to focus holistically on satisfaction and engagement, and also on
wellness, and alignment. The factors that should be integrated for a positive experience are: understanding and
using design thinking as part of the employee experience; using design thinking in developing HR practices and
talent programs; providing programs for younger, older, and a multi-generational workforce; considering the big
diversity of employee preferences when designing work; building a strong employee experience brand; aligning
employees and personal goals with corporate purpose; helping employees balance the demands of personal and
professional life. Integrating social, community, and corporate programs.
A MOTIVATION – SATISFACTION – ENGAGEMENT – WELLNESS – CONNECTION MODEL
In a former research, literature review, observation and discussions with leaders of a wide variety of
organizations, allowed the author to draw conclusions related to the process that can lead to the retention and
performance of talents, to structure them, and to create a model, as an integrated approach: the “Motivation –
Satisfaction – Engagement model” (Rasca, 2017)
In developing this model, the author started from the widely-accepted conclusion of international research
that retention and performance depend on employees’ engagement, and that engaged people represent one of
the biggest differentiators in business. The author identified a flow of resources, competencies, and activities
that lead to engagement and, consequently, to retention and performance. Such a flow should be a holistic
part of the business strategy, and should result in motivation, satisfaction, and engagement. Motivated, and
satisfied employees might work well in their jobs, however they are focused on their own benefits, while engaged
employees are committed to the values of the organization, deeply involved in their work and enthusiastic about
it. Motivation, satisfaction, and engagement are interconnected: motivation might eventually lead, under certain
circumstances to satisfaction, which in turn might lead to engagement.
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Figure 1: The Model “Employee Experience – Motivation, Satisfaction, Engagement, Wellbeing, Connection”
Source: Author’s own research
Employee’s motivation has a multitude of prerequisites. A very important one consists in good HR policies,
starting with successful selection, induction, and training, that places the right employee in the right job, in the right
moment, in terms of activities and tasks implied. Another one is a charismatic leadership. The charismatic leader
understands correctly employee’s profile, needs, and personal goals, properly customizes personal rewards
and benefits that will be received when the tasks are completed, as well as the way to communicate them.
Trust on both sides, leader and employee, is essential. Trust is insured by leader’s ethical behavior, by his/her
efforts to create a supporting work environment, and by a record of past fulfilled promises. The effectiveness of
the effort extended by the motivated employee is influenced by the support he/she receives from the company.
The employee needs to be really allowed (through an appropriate organizational structure, correct relationships,
and correct set of resources), and supported (through mentoring, coaching, training) to have and display the
appropriate skills and abilities for the job. Appropriate rewards at task completion – extrinsic rewards (receiving
promised rewards and benefits, being praised by superiors and peers) and intrinsic rewards (the pleasure of work
while performing the task) lead to satisfaction. Satisfaction is one of the conditions for engagement, however, it is
not enough, as explained before. Besides satisfaction, engagement is driven by factors such as: an interesting,
meaningful and purposeful work, important for others; the freedom and ability to make choices about own work;
a challenging activity that stretches toward growth and improvement; the feeling that own work contributes to the
success of the organization; good personal connection with the people they work with, with the boss, and with the
community of the work place.
According to the new theories, recently highlighted by Deloitte, performance and retention depend on more
factors than motivation, satisfaction, engagement (it is proven that engaged employees leave organizations).
Wellbeing and connection become very important for employee experience, and for their decision to stay longer
in organizations, so that they have the time to develop their competence and maximize performance. Companies
need to act in order to preserve and develop the positive energy of the employees, by helping them balance
personal and professional life/work demands. Connection needs bonding of employees with the company and
among themselves, across the whole company. According to the neuroscientist Matthew Lieberman (2013), the
pleasure of connection is so important for employees, that is greater than a boost in salary. Connection was
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proven to lead to measurable benefits for the company, like productivity and quality of work. Employees cannot
be forced to become friends, and geographical dispersion in global companies does not help. However, initiative
that encourage employees to connect might be put in place (YouEarnedit, 2018). Such initiatives are: help
employees to connect to company by communicating and explaining them the core values and mission of the
company; encourage one on one coaching sessions among employees and their managers; recognizing teams
that work together and back up each other in stead of individual heroes; build trust through open communication,
transparency, and a safe environment for employees to state their opinion and ideas.
The author added the two elements of employee experience, wellbeing and connection, to her previous
model. She decided to do after reading the Deloitte study, and also due to her observation, and of discussions she
had in competitive companies, where HR practitioners and leaders understood that they need to adapt to these
requirements. Coaching, mentoring, personal development, training programs on topics like: stress management,
personal productivity, nutrition and healthy habits, mindfulness, design thinking, neuroscience, effective teams,
communication, conflict management, managing change, coaching and mentoring for managers, strategic
leadership, company core values, vision, and mission, team buildings, are organized in companies that act to
have engaged, and healthy employees, who consequently have good performance in meeting customers’ needs,
so that they keep and increase their competitive advantage. Reality proved that companies with a strong brand of
good employers, are also enjoying an enduring competitive advantage.
So, the author enhanced the model Motivation – Satisfaction – Engagement, that depicted the correlation
among them and included important factors that impact them, to a new, more comprehensive one, adapted to
the increased challenges that the fourth industrial revolution imposes on the labor market, the Model “Employee
Experience – Motivation, Satisfaction, Engagement, Wellbeing, Connection”. This model is presented in Fig. 1,
that highlights the adds on brought by author’s new research.
CONCLUSIONS
Leaders and HR practitioners are challenged by dramatic changes, mainly in terms of jobs and work force. A
new set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes are required. A lot of jobs will be lost, and the society will be divided in
low skilled/low paid employees, in big danger to become unemployed, and highly skilled/highly paid employees.
Unemployment will increase. Fostering entrepreneurship and an education adapted to the new requirements in
terms of employees’ competencies are very important future developments. Meanwhile, companies have to display
a holistic, and consistent approach, meant to create a positive employee experience within the organizations
and to retain talents, that are so scarce in the labor market. This paper created an up-dated model Employee
Experience: Motivation – Satisfaction – Engagement – Wellbeing – Connection”, a representation of the flow that
can improve talents’ loyalty, commitment, and performance. Future research will look further, in order to detail the
initiatives that HR practitioners and leaders need to take in this respect.
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ARE BUSINESS LEADERS PREPARED TO HANDLE THE UPCOMING
REVOLUTION IN BUSINESS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?
Ph. D. Candidate Mariana ANTONESCU: antmaryro@gmail.com
Romanian Court of Accounts – Audit Authority
Abstract: Artificial intelligence seems to be evolving at a pace exceeding any other technological
breakthrough that humanity has ever seen. Therefore, this will certainly affect the thinking model regarding
business models and their implementation and management. Given the pace at which this technology is
evolving poses the question: Are small or large businesses willing and able to adopt artificial intelligence?
in this document, I intended to provide an overview of the challenges posed by the development and
implementation of AI technologies and their potential consequences on enterprises and society.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, technological progress, enterprise, society
JEL Codes: O33
INTRODUCTION:
Artificial Intelligence is not new. Preoccupation for artificial intelligence began in the last century, when
mankind had not yet discovered the technologies without which we cannot imagine our lives today. Considered
a branch of information technology, artificial intelligence or AI is an ensemble of computer disciplines that tend to
mimic natural intelligence.
The term “Artificial Intelligence” encompasses and relates to a wide range of fields: mathematics, psychology
medicine (neuroscience), gnosiology (knowledge theory), biology, philosophy, etc.
To define “Artificial Intelligence”, several ideas have been conveyed, since it can be defined in several ways,
in fact it is considered “the study of computers that perceive, reason and action” (PH Winston, 1993).
In fact, it can be defined as a study of ideas that enable computers to do things (natural language processing,
knowledge representation, automated reasoning to use information) that make people think they are smart
(intelligent).
What is Artificial Intelligence?
Intelligence can have many faces because its formal definition is complicated:
What is AI?

Thinking humanly

Acting

humanly

Cognitive Science

Behaviorism

rationally

Laws Thought

Doing the Right Thing

A definition for AI could be - intelligent systems created to use data, analysis and observations to perform
certain tasks without needing to be programmed to do so.
Computer pioneer Alan Turing, known as the man who cracked the Enigma code and the creator of the
Imitation Test (The Turing Test) asked in 1950 – “Can machines think? His research and experiments predicted
and shaped the Artificial Intelligence.
The term Artificial Intelligence was used for the first time in 1956 by John McCarthy at a conference held
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but the first recognized retailers were presented by Warren MC
Culloch and Walter Pitts who proposed a model of artificial neural networks that model the brain in the laboratory,
a model that has achieved results over time.
In 1956, two researchers A. Newell and H. Simon developed the Logical Theorist program on computers
used as symbolic processor programs considered the first Artificial Intelligence.
In 1962, Samuel’s chess program appeared.
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In 1962 and 1963 A. Newell and H. Simon build the “General Problem Solver” program to plan actions or
manipulate symbolic logical expressions.
Between the 1960s and the 1970s, Artificial Intelligence theorized.
During the 1980s, tradable applications in the field of artificial intelligence - expert systems began to appear.
After the 90’s, there were more and more military and commercial applications in the field of artificial
intelligence.
As we can see, Artificial Intelligence nowadays extends beyond the technology sector, with important
consequences for companies, workers and consumers, increasing the chances of artificial intelligence reaching
higher levels of performance because perception and knowledge cover a large part of the territory.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
For more than 250 years, the fundamental factors of economic growth have been technological innovations.
The most important is what economists would call general technology (steam engine, electricity, and internal
combustion engine). These have given rise to complementary innovations and opportunities. The internal
combustion engine, for example, gave rise to cars, trucks, planes, chain saws and lawn mowers along with
retailers, shopping centers, echo stores, and new supply chains.
Today, the most important general technology is artificial intelligence, especially machine learning - the
machine’s ability to improve its performance without people having to explain to it exactly how to perform all the
tasks to be completed.
A period of change in the business world began, brought by technological progress. As was the case with
steam and electricity, it’s not about accessing new technologies or even the best technology that separates losers
from winners. Instead, innovators should be open to see the past of the status quo and to undertake very different
approaches and be sufficiently skilled to implement them.
One of the greatest legacies in machine learning could be the creation of a new generation of business
leaders.
The impact of these innovations on business and the economy will not only be reflected in their direct
contributions, but also in their ability to allow and inspire complementary innovations. New products and processes
are made possible through better vision systems, speech recognition, intelligent problem solving, and many other
capabilities that the self-learning machine offers.
The economic forecast looks like this:
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Until today, AI’s main beneficiary was the technology sector. Today, big companies such as Google, Amazon
and Alibaba use large-scale AIs for tasks such as: robotic guidance in its warehouses and optimization of
packaging and delivery as well as detection of counterfeit goods, etc.
Other companies like Walmart, UPS and Uber have found ways to mobilize technology to create new
profitable business models.
Their success is based on the use of AI technology for product recommendations, targeted advertising and
forecast of demand.
Research is being made in agriculture where AI fueled by Big Data leads to tremendous results.
In spite of lack of data due to high costs, small and medium companies will enter in the AI game by forming
and accessing so called Data Sharing Clubs where they can contribute, share and use large amount of data
balancing the major big companies’ advantage – Big Data Availability.
New technologies allow computers to mimic human behavior in different ways. Financial analysts use a
variety of artificial intelligence systems to analyze financial activity and perform other operations in the field.
Hospitals use artificial intelligence to create and select appropriate treatment plans, assign patients to suitable
departments and diagnose conditions. Many government agencies use artificial intelligence to manage armed
forces.
The ability to process and analyze large amounts of data, the use of sophisticated algorithms, and the speed
of computing, give artificial intelligence an increasing importance, and the results obtained are comparable to
those that could be achieved through the work of many statisticians with limitless resources.
Computers have been reading texts and numbers for decades, they have learned to see, hear, talk and
made real progress in recognizing faces and images.
Companies and banks use artificial intelligence to detect and prevent fraud, airlines are using it for
management, other companies for food preparation, oil exploration, etc.
In this context, there is a concern among companies, in a wide range of industries, that they will be acquired
by companies that have advanced technologies. Most organizations / firms use current generation computers that
are capable of implementing methods and algorithms that use the accumulated experience of a wide range of
situations: finding information, programming work, allocating resources, and discovering regularities in raw data.
Although most business environments understand AI’s immense potential for reducing production and
forecasting costs, its expanding use in thousands of companies, around the world, has begun to raise concerns
about the influence it will have on the workforce in the future, but also on the idea that this technology does not
have the capacity to promote a fair competition environment.
Using AI, business will change regarding at least 3 aspects:
m Tasks and occupation
m Processes
m Business models
In principle, these do not replace the activities of these 3 aspects but complement the human activities. This
can make their work more valuable while reducing the steps needed for a successful completion of a process that
would traditionally require more steps.
Some of the main advantages of using the artificial intelligence technologies are:
m To find new market opportunities and create competitive advantages;
m To construct new skills in developing solutions for hard to solve problems
m To enhance production techniques and develop new ones
m To improve customer service
CONCLUSIONS
There are organizations that view AI advantages as being realistic because they? already play an important
role in business and bring financial advantages by either cutting costs, reducing production costs or predicting
costs. However, there are also inexperienced organizations that have not yet invested in AI but are afraid that they
will fall behind, which could affect their ability to remain competitive.
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In the long run, this hypothesis could become a reality due to the changes made by AI.
Businesses and business leaders can reduce these potential risks by investing in training and re-training
current employees by facilitating their continued development and by building new skills.
It’s important for business leaders to develop their skills to understand an apply the new technologies, as
these will drive their businesses in the future.
AI will bring continuous change, therefore learning cannot be a one-time initiative. The most successful
organizations will be those that adopt a culture of deep and lifelong learning and facilitate opportunities for staff to
continuously develop new skills and abilities.
Business leaders and managers will also need to improve their skills to gain a deeper understanding of the
technologies that are driving their business forward in the years to come.
Leaders should know that AI will: enable the businesses they lead become more competitive, upgrade their
customer service, improve productivity and help in decision making.
In my opinion, AI will not replace business leaders but business leaders who are prepared and understand
AI will replace those leaders that do not. Furthermore, consumers will migrate toward businesses that embrace AI.
Considering the fact that current managers spend an important part of their time on administrative tasks,
Artificial Intelligence can automate these tasks and make them faster, better, and less costly. Thus, the time spent
for monitoring and reporting for quarterly, yearly analysis can be used for creativity and judgment purposes.
While the creative skills of managers are vital, it is their ability to harness the creativity of others. AI will allow
this, by saving managers time.
Analytical and administrative skills will lose relevance – activities such mortgage origination, paralegal work,
accounting and back-office transaction processing – just a few of them. Still, empathy, communication, creativity,
flexibility are not to be replaced by AI.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Future executives should have the following skills:
m Be able to use AI to create new business opportunities.
m To understand AI to do what it does best, so that they can manage better.
m To be able to make data-driven decisions.
m To use AI responsibly in order to manage a business in a legal and ethical environment.
m To have the ability to promote a collaborative culture, to treat AI as a colleague, to be a manager for both
– humans and AI
For leaders in the old school it will not be difficult to adapt. They only have to stay informed, to pay attention.
To understand how AI can help management and leadership, and be aware of potential risks and negative
outcomes. To improve their science, engineering and economics skills on regular basis.
AI is the future. The future is now.
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FINTECH IN CORPORATIONS.
TRANSFORMING THE FINANCE FUNCTION
Ph. D. Ovidiu DIMBEAN-CRETA: ovidiud@asebuss.ro
The Institute for Business Administration in Bucharest

Abstract: Disruption technologies, blockchain, fintech – Already not new anymore, as a fashion in disrupting
technologies, fintech became for years pretty well known as an insertion of high tech in the financial service
industry. But – as already mentioned in my previous paper work on this topic – banking and other financial
services, more and more developed under the absorption of the new tech “attack”, didn’t change too much
inside the corporations, and I was referring especially at the transforming of the finance function over there. And
this transformation does not simply require the deeper immersion of new and high tech inside the finance of
companies, though it matters first, rather than the preparation of people to support this.
Keywords: Disruption, New and High Tech, Blockchain, Fintech, Finance
JEL Codes: E42, E58, O33
INTRODUCTION
Few years ago, it was fascinating the adoption of the new technologies by the new generations of young
people, so called Y generation and then, millennials, and thus I was writing about them. Either they were promotors
of more tech introduction in our day to day life or in business, or they were mostly consumers, the result and
the trends toward technology are in this direction, no doubt. Young people grow-up with technology, so its fast
development and spread-out in multiple applications in our life, but in business as well, is a natural consequence
of that and we see that, more and more everywhere.
One of those many things in business is the broad area of finance, finance world which includes financial
service industry and banking, financial and capital markets and companies manufacturing or just selling,
distributing various products and services.
The purpose of this paper work is to go inside corporations and see the transforming of finance function
there, rather than analyzing financial service industry and banking, that was one of the first area of penetrating
the new technology.
WHY FIRST, FINANCIAL SERVICES?
Most probably because of several clear reasons:
1. Firstly, because financial services and banking were pioneering many years ago IT systems and
computer-based data, credit analysis and scoring, accounts keeping, treasury operations and client’s data base
and monitoring;
2. Secondly, because more young people are hired in this area than in corporations, especially in banking
treasury, in front offices as well as in the capital markets, as dealers, brokers, financial analysts, treasurers, or in
insurance, pension and mutual funds, investment banking;
3. Thirdly, because big budgets are allocated to technology adoption, and attractive compensation
packages for young people.
Financial service industry (banking, insurance companies, investment funds and mutual funds, pension
funds) always was an avant-garde domain, with at least one step ahead of the others, because of serving both
corporations and people throughout money payments and transfers and derivatives, already another modern
product for decades, that are still not clearly understood by some economists and many business people.
One critical challenge of the technology acceleration in the financial service industry was the occurrence
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of Bitcoin and of cryptocurrencies in general, due to invention of blockchain technology. This event, already
happened since almost 10 years ago, succeeded to develop an entirely new and growing speculation currencies
market. That’s true, it can revolutionize the whole payments system in the world and the financial markets, but
is not there yet, because the virtue of being decentralized is in the same time the greatest weakness. Mining –
the way of issuing these kind of new currencies – has nothing to do with monetary policies, with inflation, prices
stability, etc.
But many years ahead of cryptocurrencies and after as well, a lot of banking operations, payments, money
transfer, loans making, various insurance and pensions agreements moved out to e-wallets, to smart phones,
not mentioning about computers anymore. Convenient and accessible instant connectivity developed fast these
services, after technological investments that are paying-off due to high speed, accuracy and labor force saving.
It sounds good about efficiency and productivity, as a market trend driving forces.
When I first heard about Fintech I was immediately thinking at the technologies which are changing the
way the finance function in corporations is organized. Well, I was a little disappointed when I did realize that
fintech was almost exclusively referring to banking and other financial services. That’s why this paper is not
about that area or about cryptocurrencies, already there are a lot of analysis and paper works, books on these
topics. Fintech is the syntagma defining the immersion of high technology inside the broad science of finance,
representing the automation of the finance function for the repetitive part of this field, focused more on data and
documents gathering and processing, thus enabling almost instant and on-line, live business analysis designed
for the decisions making process efficiency.
THE DEFINITION OF THE FINANCE FUNCTION IN THE CORPORATIONS
This paper it’s about the way and the degree of technology did penetrate in the Corporations, specifically in
the Finance area, showing if there are significant changes in the way of the finance function is organized and how
this can be improved, enriched, in order to become more efficient. We can look at technology implementation and
applications, but also at people supporting this or not.
The finance function in the corporations is headed by a CFO or Finance Director, Financial Manager,
Economic Director, the name could depend on the size of the company and on its corporate governance rules and
principles. And of course, on the size and needs for finance team.
The theory of financial management or corporate finance postulates that the main job of CFO in corporations
is maximizing shareholders value. Here we can take a look at the classic scheme of the finance department in a
corporation 1, where there are two main functions, that of Treasurer and of Financial Controller.

Richard A. Brealey, Stewart C. Myers, Franklin Allen, 2017, Principle of Corporate Finance, 12th Edition, Mc
Graw Hill International Edition (McGraw-Hill/Irwin Series in Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate)
1
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The Treasurer takes care about banking relationships, cash and credit management, operations on the
capital market, obtaining financing, dividend disbursements, insurance, pension funds management.
The Financial Controller manages accounting and preparation of financial statements, internal auditing
and reporting, custody of records, budgeting and financial analysis, as well as taxes management.
These responsibilities are not limited to the above listings, and can vary from company to company,
depending on specs and particularities of the industry.
However, the CFO besides coordinating these two main functions, are deeply involved in financial
policymaking and corporate planning, because of their strategic role within organizations. From case to case,
but pretty often he or she can have general management responsibilities too.
There are also big capital investment projects, their financing and budgeting activities that relates to overall
business planning, under a team management work. Finance function works directly with virtually all other relevant
directions within the business and profit plan exercise:
m Sales and marketing
m Technical & production, manufacturing
m Procurement, acquisitions
m Logistic, transportation
m HR, Legal-Compliance, Admin, IT
Pretty often Finance subordinates directly Admin & IT, sometimes even HR, people management. But
once again, Finance function is the closest function to CEOs, proposing finally the financing and the investment
decisions, two of the most important, current and long-term decisions of Corporate Finance and General
Management, Board of Director’s. CFOs take place of CEOs when the later are missing out. And most of the
CEOs come from Sales & Marketing, from Finance and from Business Development.
Starting from the basics, finance function began with accounting, with making proper documentation for
every asset and every transaction of companies, acquisitions, sales, various payments and incomings, and their
bookings in specific files, accounts, and financial statements. Any company is dealing with fixed and current
assets, more or less, is calculating amortization, depreciation, is managing inventories, account payable and
receivable, credit and cash management, is dealing with treasury operations with banks, with clients, suppliers,
its own employees and owners, and the fiscal entities.
More and more of these activities are to be automated in time, especially for companies that already
implemented an ERP. Finance is also dealing with budgeting and planning, after periodically reporting financial
statements and then making specific performance indicator’s analysis. A separate part relates to the payroll and
disbursements with owners, taxes payments, in the burden of the treasurer.
So, there are a number of operations there can be translated in electronic version and for sure the blockchain
technology can do miracles in this area.
TRANSFORMING THE FINANCE FUNCTION IN CORPORATIONS
How technology is changing the finance function in Corporations? Well, this changing is not something
new, technology was historically used in companies, in order to improve activities, first in the technical areas,
production, logistics, manufacturing, robotics, but later in design processes, not just in production flows anymore,
but in paper flows as well as in the overall support functions.
We don’t want to repeat here the history from small to more and more complex accounting and reporting
applications, but we should mention anyway various offers of ERP software, that means optimizing the planning
of company’s resources.
ERP applications did gather altogether more or all individual applications for purchasing, storage/inventory
management, manufacturing, sales, actually all the processes from the value chain, into one unique big application
that transfers the reality in accounting records, in company’s books and consequently in final reporting.
One of the big achievement of ERP is the traceability of systems, by replacement the primary part of
accounting records from accounting towards respective departments, where the things are actually happening.
There might be errors sometimes, but that’s the role of supervision and control. And it gets a huge time and paper
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savings when facts are already recorded when it happens, and recorded by the acting authors or people nearby,
then gathering bundle of papers as primary documents and periodically carry them to accounting for booking them.
Sales could rapidly be reported many years ago electronically to the Center of Accounting and to sales
managers in the same time, providing useful sales reports for sales teams and for their managers, even on daily
basis. But sales translate mostly in receivable, as purchases get into payable. Who is taking care about them?
Accounting, treasurer or sales and acquisitions, respectively? Similar question for inventory.
Well, there are more or less clear procedures that regulate this from company to company, and ERP
streamlines faster and in a more productive way the relevant information flow toward final reports, either just for
sales, accounting, finance and general management so far. This takes anyhow for companies who implemented
ERP between 10-20 days after every month closing, depending on the size, organization level, discipline, and
employee’s qualifications.
However, there are – as always – steps for improvement. There has been developed in time all kind of
dashboards for business and finance monitoring, that really helps managers to make fast decisions based on
relevant business information, flows, and results. But what about using blockchain? Block chain technology is
a distributed ledger, a chain of blocks, it is “a database of assets or transactions that is shared with a network so
that all parties have their own identical copy of the ledger. When a change is made to the ledger, every copy of the
ledger across the network is updated almost simultaneously.” 2
“In the case of blockchain, each transaction, or database entry, is recorded as a ‘block’ of data, and each
new block has an encrypted copy of the previous block within it, so connecting the two together. Blocks are then
linked together using cryptographic signatures, creating a ‘chain’ of activity or transactions that are time stamped,
distributed according to their nature and tamper-proof.
In short, blockchain creates an incorruptible ledger of blocks of information, and the information it stores can
be potentially anything, from the ownership of works of art, to copyright information and financial transactions.
Distributed ledgers can be public or private. Bitcoin was based on a public model, so anyone could own a copy of
the ledger and update it (Rae 2016)”
As a source of future innovation, blockchain has four main strengths:
1. It is an open book – free to be accessed by anyone who agreed to join the network, and can see who
has done what transactions;
2. It is distributed – everyone gets one copy of millions, generated by the system and can see updates of
all transactions processed without the approval of a central authority;
3. It is secure – updating blockchain is based on complex algorithm and changes made to the ledger are
individually immutable;
4. It is reasonable cheap – being distributed over a network and without control by a single authority.
All these attributes and amazing machinery can further revolutionize the historical ERP and the whole
finance function in corporations. If all the information about all the assets at work and all the processes happening
are recorded instantaneously and stored as such, management can have all kind of financial and business reports
almost live, on-line.
What is needed to get there? The adoption of Blockchain as an ERP integrated machinery for business
optimization, much faster and accurate, it needs o lot of brain and professionalism behind. But on the other side,
it’s a Project management work that needs to transfer ERP, if any, to another level of automation and further
improve processes.
It means a work of correlations that trained people should do between:
m procurement and treasury, sales and treasury
m procurement – logistic – warehousing – transportation – manufacturing – sales – finance and accounting,
banking
m commercial – legal – finance
m all departments / functions – HR – finance
m investments – finance
2 ACCA Think ahead – Fintech transforming finance, September, 28th, 2016,
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In the strictly finance area, people needs to design the flow of records from every other business area to
accounting ledger, the automated distribution in the statutory financial statements and the level of reporting by
seniority and timing. The level of automation should exceed by far the historical intervention of Controller for
example, when the credit limit of a specific customer is overdue.
Anyway, a big question will arise, how much and where up can go the automated decision system, without
human intervention? Here then we already look nowadays at Robotics Process Automation (RPA), that “is
already bringing sweeping change to the finance function, enabling dramatic cost savings and increasing the
speed of transaction processing. But much bigger changes are on the horizon. Finance leaders are improving
business results by investing in commercial insight, spending less time on transactional work and running at lower
costs. This year’s report takes a closer look at how this is being achieved by companies leading away “3
It seems that managers and leaders at high level of businesses and professionalism are more and more
focusing on increasing the quality of work than of quantity, on items that brings more adding value, by analyzing
data than just data gathering. This way people are trained for the future blockchain implementation, which definitely
will gather all data available, and then will be even able to make various analysis based on designed algorithms.
Specialists from Price Waterhouse Cooper UK had interviews with o group of business and finance leaders
from GE Oil and Gas, GlaxoSmithKline, Royal Mail Group, Becton Dickinson & Co, Safilo Group, ClubCorp,
Invenergy, Sage Group, British American Tabacco, Informa, and they gathered few key lessons for all finance
functions:
m focusing on adding value activities;
m investing in skills, to rise the professional qualification;
m focusing effort toward data analysis rather than data gathering;
m making savings by increasing automation and cloud computing;
m eliminating inefficiency by optimizing processes.
It seems that reality is not that advanced in terms of new technology introduction, implementation, and
adoption, about which I was writing few years ago, is not boosting so fast, but the trend is up there. It might get to
the situation that the internet and the way it grew up the young generation, becomes a limitation of the number and
the speed of having more professionals in the area of finance, and in general wherever it requires more technical
and intellectual individual effort.
3 Robotics An immediate opportunity for finance, Stepping up: How finance functions are transforming to drive business results. Finance
Effectiveness Benchmark Report 2017 PwC
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That’s why for example, consultants of Deloitte in Dublin talk about The CFO’s guide to Cognitive Technology4,
an important way of digitization in finance, which should devote consistent financial and human resources in
order to be able to match various applications into targeted efficient results. Cognitive computing requires high
education for transforming finance function in terms of speed, accuracy and value adding proposition.
Actually, all the consulting and specialist’s industry from the big 4 and many others did studies about digital
disrupting technology and its influence on the transforming the finance function in the corporations.
Robert Cullen, the lead partner of Deloitte’s global technology, media & telecommunications finance
transformation practice, speaks up about the robots they are using in their Milton Keynes-based shared service
center, to do things like management reports. He says that technology saves a ninth of the cost of a UK-based
accountant and a third of the cost of hiring someone in India, for example.
“It’s fantastic. They are like any user. They download spreadsheets, create reports and email them out to
partners. And you find that the amount of errors made is a lot less as well,” is adding Cullen.
A KPMG study speaks about “The virtual business partner”, as more and more business services are run
by robots. KPMG even created a bundle of engines that are performing different slices of work at the front end,
slices that are releasing human jobs.
There might be a competition among companies and their financial advance achievements in using artificial
intelligence, to become less costly, more efficient and faster in the strategic decisions making process.
But will this revolutionary effort be supported by people? Well, at the first glance, ex-abrupto probably
not, but slowly they will have no other choice. Jobs related to processes with repetitive work will be replaced by
automated machines to a high extent within the next 5 to 10 years. Currently finance teams spend 80% of their
time on process and 20% on analytics. That will slowly be reversed so that 80% of a team’s time will be focused
on analysis and 20% on process. KPMG predicts that 30% of corporate jobs could be done by robots by 2026. 5
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the world is changing fast, and so business and finance world. Fintech, a fashioned word
suggesting the immersion of technology in financial service industry and banking, means much more than that. It
means the transformation of the finance function in the corporations, that is happening too, even though maybe
less spectacular.
Why is less spectacular? Simply because it’s inside companies, thus less visible and requires more effort to
introduce and to implement. This is also maybe because the human beings, especially in doing business, focused
primarily on external customers than on internal ones. The first one brings money first, even though the later are
at least equally important.
So, there are steps forward in both sides here, either on the theoretical path, through analysts, writers,
specialists, consultants, and on the practical life, where CFOs are changing processes, flows, technologies, and
people to work with a high speed.
When we talk about business field, probably the largest field of human activities in the world during the entire
World history and on-going, besides science, culture, sports, civilization, many times we name it as business
and finance. Interesting, isn’t it? Isn’t finance included in the overall business topics equation? It seems that not
always and not necessarily, because finance itself it’s so large, so technical and self-fueling, that many times can
stand up near “business” word, under equal balance.
That’s why also Fintech is different in financial services and banking, on the one side, and corporations, on
the other.
In the corporations Fintech is not new, probably is having a similar history of transformation and developments
as in banking and other financial services, but – as I said – less visible and less interesting for public.
Finance function in many companies subordinates IT function, and it’s responsible not just for introducing
some software application in accounting, or in treasury relationship with banks and/or with insurance companies
4 Alan Flanagan, Shane Mohan, CFOs and the digital transformation of finance Series in Finance in a digital world: It’s crunch time! Deloitte,
Ireland 2017
5 Michelle Perry, How cognitive tech is transforming finance functions, September, 19, 2016 in Financial Director – The forward-thinking leader
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and mutual funds. It is responsible for ERP implementation, as great Project management, and is historically in
charge with planning and budgeting exercise, but also with strategic investing and financing decisions.
The next step from ERP toward even more sophisticated applications, using blockchain, artificial intelligence,
robotics (RPA), cloud computing and cognitive technology is on the way out, with no chance to stop or to avoid.
It will depend from case to case, on:
m the CFOs and general management drivers and openness,
m financial possibilities and priorities of future investments,
m the agility of managing and training people and…
m on cultural clash!
The future finance departments will work with less people, but more skilled, that will do more analysis,
and less processes, will then become more efficient and versatile. We already know that a significant number
of repetitive jobs will disappear in the upcoming period (5-10 years), and then people will discover new ones, in
different areas, different fields.
Anyway, I’ll foresee more important the high specialization in all areas, including finance inside corporations,
both at highest level, and at a middle as well.
High level professionals, CFOs, Finance Managers, should be those to innovate and create new flows
of relevant information, from the data analytics to their processing, and finally to the dashboard, synthetic
management screen which enable top management to take decisions. Blockchain and other similar powerful
machines should process the relevant info almost just in time, on-line, because the speed already became critical
important.
Middle level analysts and segmented specialists – as already mentioned about the trends and directions –
should dedicate much more time to analysis, rather than gathering and processing information, data, documents,
etc. this later operation will be more and faster than before, automatized.
RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
When it will happen all this? Already is happening, but we think the speed of changing will increase as
long as the 4 conditions listed just few paragraphs above, are progressing. A special mention needs to be made
about cultural clash, that can be a sensitive limiting factor of changing, especially if new different jobs will be late
in putting in place. It can be a similar case with long periods of transition economies, when restructuring reforms
released many workers from closing factories, but nothing has been created in due time for replacement. Then
the unemployment boosted.
That’s one of the warning and limiting factor that might happen, there might be others as well, but just the
future, even the near future will let us know.
Let’s pray for the best.
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Abstract: The globalization of production and markets has changed in many ways the business environment
at regional and national level. The liberalization of capital markets as well as IT&C systems made the supply
alternatives more transparent and determined the businesses to be more customer-centric and to look for sources
of competitive advantage based on the customers they serve. Businesses have to be prepared not only to face
higher competition because of new products and services on the market, but also to know how to adapt to
institutional disruption at national and international level and how to shape the rules of global commerce. As the
global economy and commerce are covered by a long set of rules it is important for businesses to know how trade
policies could be game-changers. Looking from the point of view of institutional based strategy we will focus on
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (T.T.I.P.), Brexit, Trans Pacific Partnership (T.P.P.) We consider
these agreements as having a great impact on the future business disruptions.
Keywords: T.T.I.P., T.P.P., Brexit, W.T.O., bilateralism, USA, EU, China, economic and political risk.
THE TRANSATLANTIC TRADE AND INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP
The United States and the European Union represent the world’s largest and most important market with
half of total global personal consumption, 46% of global G.D.P.1 and $5.5 trillion in total commercial sales a year.
Together the United States and Europe represent 28% of global exports, and nearly 33% in global imports.
But together they account for 64% of the outward stock and 56% of the inward stock of global F.D.I.2
The United States and the European Union are the leaders of the world economy. How they approach issues
of international trade and foreign direct investments affects not only their economic relationship but the global
economy as well. Over the last decades the United States and Europe have largely taken similar approaches
to international trade and investment. As a result, multilateral free trade agreements as Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (T.T.I.P.) and Trans-Pacific Partnership (T.T.P.) were set up in order to encourage trade
with goods and services. After the second world war trade liberalization was essential for United States economic
and foreign policy.
Things changed in the last years when the United States enacted (raised) measures to protect American
Industries and reduce the trade deficit in goods. The United States administration has circumvented the W.T.O. to
impose tariffs on steel up to 35% and aluminum up to 10% on imports, including even those from America’s allies.
Protectionism resulted in a shift from multilateralism to bilateralism in the sense that bilateral deals would suit
better the American interests. The business environment will change not only from country to country but also at
the level of different industries.
If the United States will abandon the W.T.O. it will be replaced by other forces interested in building links and
writing rules – as it is the trade deal signed between the European Union and Japan3.
The European Union and Japan signed the world’s largest bilateral trade pact. Under the Economic
Partnership Agreement, the Japanese will gradually lower their tariffs on European wine, meat and cheese, and
the European Union will drive down levies on imports of cars and vehicle parts from Japan.
The United States and the European Union need to have a common approach in the W.T.O. against other
important commercial players like China. China is now the European Unions’ second largest trading partner; over
1 “World Bank (2018), World Bank Open Data”, https://data.worldbank.org
2 Hamilton, Daniel S. and Quinlan, Joseph P. “The Transatlantic Economy in 2018. Annual Survey of Jobs, Trade and Investment between the
United States and Europe”, Washington, DC, Center for Transatlantic Relations, 2018
3 “A plan to save W.T.O.”, The Economist, July 21st-27th 2018, , p.7
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€1 billion is traded every day, and the European Union is now China’s largest source of imports.
China is not a market economy. Even if it is a member of W.T.O., China did not obtain the market economy
status (M.E.S.) as they have state-owned enterprises, subsidiaries and interventions in the market. A Chinese
partnership with the European Union, as it is the one signed with Japan, would dramatically complicate United
States policy because China would likely next challenge the United States – antidumping measures against its
companies, a case the United States would have to defend alone.4
The United States and the European Union can take joint actions to protect their domestic producers more
effectively from unfair trade practices and competition. But this process is postponed because of the United
Kingdom’s decision to leave the European Union, that will complicate any trade and investment discussion with
the United States. Until the nature of the post-Brexit arrangement is known, United States negotiators will not be
able to assess its impact on the remaining European Union 27 market5.
More important that international commerce is the mutual investment between the United States and
Europe. That has become essential for jobs and prosperity. In the last decade, Europe has attracted 57,9% of
total the United States global investment.
Around 60% of the United States imports from the European Union consisted in intra-firm trade in 2016 much higher than the United States intra-firm imports from Asia-Pacific nations (around 40%)
Intra-firm trade also accounted for 36% of the United States exports to Europe and 52% to The Netherlands,
35% to Germany and 26% to France6.
Aggregate United States investment in Europe totaled more than €2 trillion in 2017, directly supports more
than 4,7 million services and manufacturing jobs in Europe and generates billion of Euros annually in income,
trade and research and development.
Around 64% of the United States global F.D.I. outflows, estimated at $204 billion, went to Europe and only
16% to the Asia-Pacific region in 2017. Because of Brexit the United States F.D.I. flows to the UK, plunged by
over 50% in 2017 and United States affiliate income earned in the UK was flat, whereas for the European Union
as a whole is was up to 6%.
The United Kingdom still plays an important role of United States companies as an export platform to the
rest of Europe that are much more than the United States firms based in China export to the rest of the world.
In conclusion, taking into account the huge volume of trade and investments between US and EU, any
changes regarding international rules and regulations under the impact of protectionism as well as the step
by step transition from multilateralism to bilateralism will have a major impact on the multinational companies
value chain that was developed at the global level, on the relocation of resources and the evolution of business
environment.
BREXIT
The Brexit plan has failed on its first contact with reality and there are discussions about a possible second
referendum.
There are different ways to negotiate Brexit7, but the most probably for Britain is to adopt a “soft” Brexit8. In
these circumstances, the country will stay in the single market for goods, though not services. As far as Britain will
not have its own trade policy to collect tariffs, Britain will remain in a custom union.
There is still a minority who favors a “hard” Brexit deal. This means new border checks, tariffs and nontariff barriers that will harm big export industries like drugs and chemicals, planes and cars. Airbus, a plane
manufacturer expressed already his frustration about British Government plans for leaving the European Union.
Airbus announced that its contingency plans for a “hard” exit were well-advanced. Aircrafts might be grounded for
4 Lewis, Patricia; Parakilas, Jacob; Schneider-Petsinger, Marianne ; Smart, Christopher ; Ratkhe, Jeffrey and Ruy, Donatienne, “The Future of
the United Stated and Europe. An Irreplaceable Partnership”, April 2018, p.8
5 Idem. p.11
6 Hamilton, Daniel S. and Quinlan, Joseph P. “The Transatlantic Economy in 2018. Annual Survey of Jobs, Trade and Investment between the
United States and Europe”, Washington, DC, Center for Transatlantic Relations, 2018, p. 6
7 M. Duhaneanu “Brexit negotiations and the impact on business environment” p.60 in “Fast Changing of Business Environment and Companies”
in Supplement of the “ Quality-Access to Success” Journal, vol 18,2017,ISSN 1582-2559.
8 “The case for a second referendum”, The Economist, July 21st-27th 2018, p. 8-9
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lack of safety regime. Rolls-Royce, an aircraft engine maker warned that a hard Brexit would hit competitiveness
The City could not do business. Security cooperation with the European Union would halt.9
If UK will go for the “hard” exit this means no deal with the EU. Britain will be the only big country trading
solely on WTO terms. Even if it is member of WTO, Britain to take up its rights it must divide import quotas with
EU. Efforts to do this have been opposed by America Brazil and even New Zeeland.” At present, Britain benefits
from the EU’s trade deals with 50 odd countries, including Mexico, South Korea and Japan. But to continue these
deals they need the EU’s assent which will be unlikely after no- deal outcome. More than that with no deal it will
be illegal not to have a border between Britain and Ireland under the EU’s and WTO rules.
Then there are the British firms’ supply chains. These are now widely spread across the single market.
Supermarkets and carmakers alike rely on just-in -time deliveries that would be disrupted by a no -deal Brexit.
Switching to non-EU sources would take time and money.”10
The alternatives should be between staying in the European Union and the plan that emerges from
negotiations with European Commission. For this to be credible, the European Union would have to agree that
Brexit could be reversed.
Anyhow trading with the European Union on World Trade Organization terms is one option. Leaving with
no agreement on anything from aviation to citizens’ rights and radioactive materials would be dramatically worse.
Trade in goods like chemicals pharmaceuticals or cars depends on Britain meeting the EU’s standards. Britain’s
car industry employs 800.000 people and exports 80% of its output. This industry will be especially vulnerable if
they would lose the EU certification for vehicles and will have to face 10% tariffs.
TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP (T.P.P.)
The idea behind Trans-Pacific Partnership (T.P.P.) was to form blocs so large, around of a set of rules in
America’s interest, that China would have to choose between compliance and isolation.
A world in which China has to comply with W.T.O. rules is preferable to one in which a trade war can escalate
without limit.
The key to deals like T.P.P. is that they go beyond the basic rules established by the W.T.O. Preferential
trade agreements like T.P.P. are an exception from the Most Favored Nation clause awarded by W.T.O. for its
164 members. A M.F.N. clause requires a country to provide any concessions, privileges or immunities granted
in a trade agreement to one nation to all other W.T.O. member countries. T.P.P. is an exception from the M.F.N.
clause because the privileges negotiated are only between the member states and are not extended to the others.
T.P.P. goes beyond the basic rules established by the World Trade Organization by using different
interpretations especially in the field of a variety of nontariff barriers, such as health, safety standards and technical
regulations. T.P.P. goes beyond the W.T.O. in terms of how these regulations are formulated nationally and how
the compliance is verified. For example, both pharmaceuticals and semiconductors are vulnerable to compulsory
licensing, but the way an importing government would compel a firm to hand over a patent for a small royalty is
likely to vary across the two industries. Only the industry can provide this kind of insight11.
Over time the “trade creation” and “trade diversion” effects of the free trade agreements as an exception of
the M.F.N. has extended from goods to services and financial flows, much of these areas not being covered by
the W.T.O. In this context companies have to know the multiplicity of rules governing the global economy and how
to use them to gain a competitive advantage.
In a changing business environment, businesses have to know how to adapt not only to economic but also
to political external forces. Global political volatility reached an intensity not seen since the end of the Cold War.
The geopolitical environment is much worse for Europe now than it has been historically. And because Europe is
the World’s largest single common market, all of this redounds very negatively to the global scene.12
On the other side the United States are becoming much more unilateral and are using the banking and
financial system as a weapon to impose sanctions. Unfortunately, there are situations when especially Europe is
9 Idem.p. 9
10 The Economist, August 4th-10th 2018, p.25, „Ready or Not”
11 Busch, Marc L., “Executives Need to Know How Trade Deals Shape their Markets”, Harvard Business Review, October 13, 2016
12 Kehoe, Jeff, “Why Europe Tops 2015’s List of Global Risks”, Harvard Business Review, January 09, 2015
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bearing the biggest cost as European companies are exposed to all of the countries under sanctions like: Russia,
Iran, Sudan. This means that companies have to learn how to navigate the complex web of global economic
and political risks. “In Russia McDonald’s has had stores shut by the Russian Government because they are an
American company, and perceived as such. Russia is orienting itself overwhelmingly towards emerging markets
and towards China. This eventually leads to a breakdown of US-led global standards as Russia and China form
their own ratings agency; their own financial transaction management; their own internet standards All of this
pushes against US-led globalization standards.
China is a successful example of economic reform but they do not want to create a free market economy
based on the private sector.
The trade deficit of the US with China is huge. Imports of Chinese goods into US totaled $505 billion in 2017,
while China imported only $130 billion in goods from the US. However, American companies sold $280 billion of
goods and services in China in 2017 through their local subsidiaries.”13
The trade war started when US imposed tariffs on $34 billion of Chinese exports. China retaliated with levies
on an equal value on American goods. Then US threatened to impose tariffs on an additional $200 billion imports
from China. At the same time China increased border checks, customs delays and audits against US businesses
trying to import goods in China”14
A specific for China is that all foreigners that want to invest it is only under the form of joint venture.
Operations of all-American brands including Coca-Cola Co. and Walt Disney Co. are co-owned by state -backed
Chinese companies. And China operations of General Motors and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles are all joint ventures
with state owned mainland companies.” All these companies operate not only under the international rules but
also under Chinese laws based on their own legislation.15 All these make more and more difficult to understand
the Chinese business environment and the unpredictable way of its evolution.
Many of these companies are manufacturing for export. If US protectionism will increase it could be possible
that commercial flows to be replaced by Chinese FDI into the US to circumvent the customs duties.
Recently, there is more and more interest to screen foreign direct investments (FDI) into the United States
on national security grounds.”16 The Committee on Foreign Investments in the United States (CFIUS), an interagency body able to block deals that may threaten national security will switch to Foreign Investment Risk Review
Modernisation Act (FIRMA) which establishes criteria for more vigilant reviews on national security ground
of foreign investments into American companies including startups. According to an analysis by the Defense
Innovation Unit Experimental (DIUX) ,a group founded by the America’s Department of Defense (DOD), IN 2015
Chinese investors put $3bn-4bninto early-stage venture deals and from 2015-2017 China contributed 13% of
total funds into American venture capital-backed companies. According to DIUX Chines investors are not seeking
financial return so much as insight into the plans of startups.”17
As Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) gain more influence on the international arena, China will be
able to create and enforce rules sets which reflect their norms and priorities and values.
BRICS Bank, Chinese and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, and the China, Belt and Road Initiative
are all based on bilateral agreements between China an other countries in the region and represents hundreds
of billions of dollars.
If Russia and China, neighbor countries, will work together Western multinational companies will have to
face new challenges from the security, political and economic perspective. This means much more global volatility
in the markets, a climate where the CEOs have to focus first of all on sustainability as a business model and
strategy.
Analysts in Asia and West consider that China wants to displace America as the Asian hegemon”. Indeed,
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) represents a huge source of investment in infrastructure between China and Europe
via Middle East and Africa. Besides the ancient “silk roads” discussions has expanded to a global project to
13 ������������������������������������������������������������������������������
The Economist, July 16, 2018, p.13 „A Trade War�������������������������������
’s�����������������������������
Collateral Damage for China”
14 Ibidem.
15 Ibidem.
16 The Economist, August 11th-17th, p. 11 „Foreign Direct Investment. Prudence not Protectionism”
17 Ibidem. p.49 “Chinese Investment in Silicon Valley. Cheques and Balances”
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include: Pacific Silk Road”, Silk Road on Ice” that cross the Arctic Ocean and a “Digital Silk Road” through cyber
space.
Trillions of dollars are needed to build an infrastructure for roads, railways, ports and power stations in
countries across Asia Africa and Europe. For many countries China’s money and expertise could be a big help in
spreading wealth and prosperity. One problem is that these projects require to use a lot of Chinese labor that can
increase the debt of many Asian and African countries. Other countries like India and Vietnam do not agree with
the road if it is running through disputed territories or contested waters of the South China.
Given the economic and political implications of a such big project as the BRI that can create a new world
order in which China is the pre-eminent power it is very important that the international institutions like the
World Bank and IMF and Europe Union to make sure that all the transactions in these projects where they are
involved, will be according with the international standards-including such things as transparency, environmental
safeguards, public procurement and debt sustainability. And this is a strong argument that the United States has
to stay(remain) engaged in the region to mitigate the possible dangers of the BRI.
CONCLUSIONS
Over the past three decades barriers to cross- border trade and investment were declining and national
economies were merging into an interdependent and integrated global system. This is the reason why up till
now, with the exception of the last two years a lot of research was made about the development of the free trade
agreements like TTIP, EU, TPP.
With the developments of the global economy the future business disruptions are determined not only by the
new industrial revolution under the impact of new communications and computing technology but also in important
measure by the disruptions in the rules of global commerce, such as trade agreements, exceptions from the Most
Favored National clause (M. F.N) of the WTO, raising protectionism through legal and political means.
In a global economy the firms’ supply chain is spread all over the world. Firms can expand their revenues
by selling around the world and reduce their costs by producing in nations where key inputs, including labor, are
cheap. As an example of globalization of production, a good example is the jet airliner, Boeing 787, where some
65 percent of the total value of the aircraft is outsourced to foreign companies.”
The value chain of the companies that were spread globally are now replaced under the protectionism
measure by local producers at a higher cost making a lot of customers unhappy. In this way to switch from
multilateralism to bilateralism in international trade is counter productive for foreign companies and the domestic
clients as well as for businesses in importing countries.
The collapse of the TTIP and Brexit introduced a lot of uncertainty about the future business environment
not only for the multinational companies but in a larger proportion for small and medium-sized companies. In the
US for example according to the International Trade Administration, more than 98 percent (286.000 companies)
from the total number of companies involved in foreign trade were represented by small and medium-size firms.
In Germany 98 percent of small and medium companies have exposure to international markets, through exports
or international production”.
In the new circumstances businesses have to work closer with the governments in order to shape the rules
of the global commerce and foreign direct investments especially in those areas that are not covered by the WTO
but are included in the preferential trade agreements (like TTP). A better partnership between governments and
businesses can create a more predictable business environment in the advantage of business people. They will
be much well prepared to navigate the complex web of overlapping trade agreements and to understand the
geopolitical destruction that the global economy is facing.
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INTRODUCTION
We are living in a time of rapid business change and disruption. We have seen business disruptions occur
globally in all types of enterprises; companies that existed 10 years ago are no longer in business, and some
companies in the Fortune 500 will be gone in another 10 years. “Professor Richard Foster from Yale University
estimated that by 2020, 75 percent of the companies that will be on the Standard and Poor’s 500 index have not
yet been found.” [15]. Digital disruption’s impact is felt at all levels of the business from old established firms to
new start-ups.
Successful companies have maintained and refined their practices over the years. Toyota, Johnson &
Johnson and GE, rather than abandon their progress, continually enhanced their operational procedures to
overcome shortcomings and gauge how susceptible their business is to future disruptions. Management guru
Clayton Christensen coined the term “disruptive innovation” to describe how new entrants target the bottom of
a market and then relentlessly move up market, eventually ousting established providers. “Entrants that prove
disruptive begin by successfully targeting those overlooked segments, gaining a foothold by delivering moresuitable functionality—frequently at a lower price. Incumbents, chasing higher profitability in more-demanding
segments, tend not to respond vigorously.” [3].
Companies such as Uber, Airbnb and Amazon to name a few have disrupted entire industries. There are
many businesses today that may not seem ripe for innovation, however, who would have thought new entrants
would upend the taxi and hotel business? What was once a relatively rare phenomenon now happens frequently.
Innovations that harness new technologies or business models or exploit old technologies in new ways are
emerging on an almost daily basis. in addition, the most disruptive enterprises do not gradually displace the
incumbents; they reshape entire industries, swiftly obliterating whatever stands in their way. [7]. Businesses need
to be prepared before this happens in order to prevent being blindsided.
This paper will outline the major causes of business disruption as well as survey data about leader’s
understandings, opinions and reactions to business disruption. The paper also includes recommendations that
will enable leaders to move forward in an environment where business disruption is an everyday occurrence along
with the competencies required to survive the ever-changing landscape.
FACTORS CAUSING DISRUPTION
Business disruption is not just a passing trend, rather it is the new normal. The major cause of disruption is
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the rapid advancement of technology and globalization, which allows new business to enter at an increasing rate
and at lower costs. At times, it may be necessary to change or disrupt the business in the name of progress. Some
companies that were afraid to take this approach no longer exist. This is seen repeatedly in the digital revolution:
Sony’s reluctance to develop a competent digital Walkman left a major opening for the iPod. Blockbuster ignored
Netflix in the early days, and then went bankrupt when it could not compete with its web-based competitor. This
video-rental chain survived the transition from VHS to DVD just fine—but then failed to adapt to the next big
change when Redbox started renting videos for a dollar a night through vending machines. Blockbuster missed
the mark on what their customers wanted and left an opening for competitors to enter with a low-cost replacement
product [10].
Companies also are disrupted because they are in sectors that competitors can enter easily. They end
up facing new rivals who have developed a cheaper product or service. As customers continue to shop online,
retailers are closing more stores and looking for ways to increase their online sales. The companies that are
thriving are those who constantly change the nature of their businesses, like Amazon, while companies that did
not exist 10 years ago are disrupting those that fail to embrace change. It is critical that leaders realize what they
planned for 10 years ago is not the world they live in today and definitely will not be the world of tomorrow. Dell
Computer, a company that ranked 34 in 2007, departed from the Fortune 500 list for a while because leaders
failed to disrupt their business and change fast enough. They had an innovative idea by selling directly to the
consumer but failed to respond quick enough when mobile devices and cheaper machines from overseas cut into
their profits [10].
WHAT EXECUTIVES SAY ARE FACTORS DISRUPTING BUSINESS
What are leaders doing about the disruptive changes occurring, what are the causes of disruption, and how
do they feel about their ability to manage and deal with them? Several consulting firms have conducted research
on this topic. They have worked with leaders to determine their views and their thoughts on the causes of business
disruption. Following are the results of their research:
According to an Accenture Research survey of 1,440 executives conducted in April-May 2017, business
disruption can be caused by several factors. The survey asked the executives the following question:
“To what extent do you expect your industry to be disrupted by the following in the next 3 years?”
m 68 percent of respondents responded that their industry would be disrupted by innovations enabled
technology
m 55 percent of respondents responded that new competitors would disrupt their business
m 53 percent of respondents said new regulations would disrupt their industry
m 51 percent of respondents felt social and cultural issues would disrupt their industry
m 46 percent of respondents indicated demographic shifts would disrupt their industry [1].
According to Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) CEO Pulse 2016, they spoke to 268 CEOs about forces of
disruption. They asked this question, “How likely is it that your industry will disrupted by one of these five factors?”
The results are as follows:
m 71 percent said customers
m 69 percent said production
m 60 percent said competitors
m 57 percent said regulation
m 52 percent said distribution
Disruption takes place in almost every industry. Disruption is our new reality and inevitable; companies
that have not prepared for it are struggling. The following are a sample of some of the findings cited from recent
studies:
m In the global C-suite, 68 percent of respondents expect their industries to be disrupted by new innovations
brought by technology in the next three years [1].
m As the pace of change intensifies, many companies just cannot compete; 50 percent of the 2006 Fortune
500 companies no longer exist (Global Leadership Forecast, 2018)
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m Less than 15 percent of executives feel they are very prepared to guide their companies through the age
of digital disruption [9].
m IBM found that 58 percent of leading CEOs pursue disruptive innovation not purely incremental
improvements [15].
According to Innosight, “disruptive change is accelerating, driven by new technologies and rising competition
from traditional and nontraditional players and forecasts that half of the companies in the S & P will be replaced
over the coming decade, due to market loss or acquisition” [8]. Other observations include:
Leaders have strategic and organizational blind spots that undermine their ability to adapt, and they
underestimate their competition, just 10 percent say competition will come from new industries
Business leaders are overconfident in their ability to respond to disruption
New thinking gets the short shrift, 81 percent say new growth products and ideas often do not get enough
attention from top management
Only 7 percent of leaders report their companies are moving faster than the overall market
80 percent believe their companies recognize the need to transform in response to rapidly changing markets
and disruption [8].
6000 CEO’s said their industry is experiencing little to no disruption today [7].
Why have so many executives failed to recognize disruption as these surveys show? Many companies are
very myopic in how they view the changes taking place and are not prepared to move quickly in order to respond
to disruption. in addition, there is a common belief internally that they are the best and no one could come along
and displace them. This blindness has caused many companies to lose their edge and be replaced by new
competitors in the market.
WHAT SHOULD LEADERS DO IN THE FACE OF BUSINESS DISRUPTION?
With leaders forecasting continuing disruption to traditional models of business planning and operating,
there is no shortage of suggestions for leaders on how to thrive under such circumstances. Several articles
suggest leaders begin by examining their own mindset and competencies.
“Disrupt your meaning” is a core level recommendation for leaders suggested by Press and Goh [12].
Relating this concept back to Frankl’s 1946 description of meaning-“deep physiological, emotional connection to
the future” [12], the authors suggest that meaning has implications for business innovation. With meaning, leaders
can stimulate and sustain innovation to achieve shared value. “Find meaning in what is happening around you.
Only then can you reinvent yourself. Leaders should seek to create a unifying vision with meaning for a person,
the organization, and society” [12].
Beyond developing a sense of meaning, Press and Goh suggest the leader expand the range of identities
in which he sees him or herself. The authors suggest an executive act in several leadership identities beyond the
traditional-hierarchical, visionary and performance driven” [12]. They suggest the leader consider such identities
as “consumer, neuroscientist, mad scientist, revolutionary, catalyst, networker, politician and mercenary” [12].
Which personas should a leader assume? The authors suggest “adopting guises best suited to achieve the
strategic objectives within their environments” [12].
Robert Trapp, in his article on the findings published in No Ordinary Disruption a book by Richard Dobbs,
James Manyika, and Jonathan Woetzel, writes that leaders must have self-awareness and use that understanding
to develop the capabilities to “reset their own intuition” [13]. He cites the research that “half of all efforts to
transform companies fail either because 1.) senior role models fail to drive change or 2.) the inherent tendency to
defend that status quo” [13]. Several sources suggest complacency as a challenge. “Executives must recognize
that all industries will eventually be disrupted to some degree or another. They must also recognize that there is no
one size fits all solution for dealing with disruption” [5]. The single solution approach explains why many leaders
focus on finding a technical solution when they really need to thoroughly re-examine the situation that probably
includes such changes but, also a different approach” [13]. The common pitfall that needs to be avoided is that
“immediate business successes should not lead to complacency” [5].
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Running counter to traditional leadership’s emphasis on success is accepting the nature of failure in the
age of business disruption. One capability frequently cited is the willingness to fail fast. “Companies that will
survive will be those that accept they cannot predict the future and are nimble enough to fail quickly, assess their
failure, learn and adapt…leaders need to accept unpredictability of change, fail fast and correct their course” [14].
Neubauer, Tarling and Wade state that “this willingness to fail requires a willingness to often value speed over
perfection” and the ability to “kill and hide bureaucracy” [9].
Tyagarajan suggests the importance of several other adaptations for leaders to thrive in a disruptive business
environment. One is recognizing that unlearning is as important as learning. While organizational learning is often
focused on traditional business models and incremental change initiatives, leaders now face the reality that it is
ever more difficult to predict the world of tomorrow. Unlearning places important value on staying agile, nimble and
open to change over planning for an extensive framework for long term strategic planning. New learning is needed
to address the widening skills gaps brought on by the digital revolution. Similarly, leaders need to be willing to say,
“I don’t know.” The author suggests “the best philosophy toward planning for the future: I have no idea” [14]. “This
outlook allows an individual to be constantly listening, scanning and generating new ideas that keep up with the
rate of digitalization without trying to outpace it” [14]. A willingness to be curious rather than defensive is another
shift. “Make efforts to monitor and understand the unexpected and prioritizing time to keep up with the changing
external environment is essential” [13].
Curiosity spawns hyperawareness where one constantly scans internal and external environments for
opportunities and threats [9]. Neubauer suggests leaders listen to diverse voices and solicit inputs that feed
hyperawareness, follow digital trends to keep up with technological advances and be open minded to the role
of new technologies within the business contexts” [9]. The article written by The Economist Intelligence Unit for
Ernst and Young (EY) proposes that leaders stay ahead of disruption by “challenging their management teams
and workforces to revisit their products and processes and look outside their enterprise walls for innovative
approaches” [5].
This environmental scanning process can be facilitated by asking several key questions. First, “can you see
disruption coming” [5]? The Economist Intelligence Unit report cites executive survey feedback ranking disruptors:
regulatory changes, customer behavior changes, red tape/bureaucracy and technology, in that order, and points
to the need to “embrace disruption as an opportunity” [5]. Two additional questions posed by the authors-“Are you
looking outside your industry?” and “is your organization communicating its purpose clearly?” challenge leaders to
reexamine their organizational business model and company culture [5]. The article suggests leaders proactively
look to a variety of partnership models to prepare for disruption as industries begin to converge. At the same
time, clearly communicating purpose provides for greater employee engagement and, as a result, opportunities
for innovation [5].
Creating the right culture was the key point raised by Debra Brackeen, chief strategy and innovation officer
at CSAA Insurance Group, in an interview with Outthinkers [11]. She referenced the need to embed the right
culture as part of a strategy to drive growth and innovation. Specifically, she cited four attributes of such a culture:
“innovative thinking, autonomy and proactivity, market/competitive awareness and risk taking” [11]. These qualities
support what Brackeen refers to as a “scout and experiment culture” [11]. in such a culture, employees get out
with customers to interact with them, understand potential needs and experiment with innovation ideas. Besides
attending to culture, Brackeen urges leaders to embrace “three modes of innovation at once: defending and
growing the core business; driving innovative organic growth and investing into emerging companies and their
technologies” (Outthinker, 2017). More than most writers, Brackeen recommends leaders look at the evolving
people/technology interface for insights to the future [11].
A culture with clear purpose and aligned values supporting curiosity, learning and innovation requires the
right people committed to embracing it. Trapp states that leaders need to “surround themselves with those who
are able to act as (risk?) catalysts for the entire organization” [13]. He suggests that employees today are more
responsive to the inspiration and actions of peers and colleagues than to edicts coming down from on high” [13].
As for his use of the term “risk catalyst”, Trapp states that “an employee successfully taking on what seems like
an impossible task can have a powerful impact on others” [13].
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WHAT COMPETENCIES SHOULD LEADERS POSSESS TO SUCCEED?
The age of business disruption requires a new look at the competencies and behaviors of leaders
themselves. Neubauer, Tarling and Wade propose that leaders effective in disruptive environments differ from
those leaders successful in more stable environments in four important characteristics: “humble, adaptable,
visionary, and engaged” [9]. The authors refer to leaders possessing these characteristics as “agile leaders.”
They describe humble characteristics in terms of a willingness to accept feedback and learn and acknowledge
what they don’t know. Agile leaders demonstrate adaptability by accepting change as a constant and the notion
that changing one’s mind based on new information is a strength. A visionary leader has “a well-defined idea of
where the organization needs to go even if he or she does not know exactly how to get there” [9]. Lastly, engaged
leaders are exceptional listeners and are able to effectively demonstrate that skill when communicating with all
stakeholders [9].
CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
“Whatever industry you are in, disruption is either in your face or just on the horizon” [12]. This quote sums
up recently published literature on the new reality for business leaders. The many factors stirring disruption
including economic power shifts to the ageing population, growing connectedness of the world, advances in
artificial intelligence and other disruptive technology have dramatically impacted the traditional business model
and are now affecting the leadership model as well. Articles surveyed in our research note that leaders who will
thrive in this disruptive business environment will forget their five and ten-year plans and, instead, be focused on
getting ahead of change, taking chances, failing, learning, and moving forward. The authors cited in this paper
suggest that successful leaders will be bold in crafting a forward-looking vision, communicating meaning and
purpose, listening, being curious, and fast at executing, and a continuous learner. Importantly, “all leaders will
have to resist the temptation to focus on the hazards of the period ahead instead of the opportunities it presents”
[13].
Do these competency or behavioral models suggest a dramatic change from the past for leaders? Hardly.
Our observation is that these models for today’s leaders are largely unchanged from the past thirty plus years.
Daniel Goleman identified comfort with ambiguity and change in a 1998 article on emotionally intelligent leaders.
Jim Collins, in his widely recognized for his research for Good to Great, published in 1998 identifies humility and
will as the primary ingredients for the highest level of leadership. And Warren Bennis identifies adaptive capacity
as a core leadership competency citing curiosity and daring as behaviors demonstrating this competency. Bennis
published this work in 1989 in On Becoming A Leader. in short, recent business disruption has brought new
attention to well known leadership qualities.
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Abstract: Companies are subjected to the difficult tasks of storing, protecting, manipulating, analyzing and
classifying large amounts of data – functions mainly performed by the IT sector. But, in addition, the value of data
as an intangible asset of a company requires more exploration to take advantage of its use in different sectors.
Thus, estimating the value of data involves almost all the functional areas of a company and is context-dependent
(Short and Todd, 2017). This paper aims to present some aspects of data valuation and possible issues that
companies can face now and in the future.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays financial reporting is affected by two major risks: (i) components included in reporting, but not
accurately and relevantly disclosed; (ii) components (including data acquired) not yet disclosed in the statements.
Both are equally dangerous, since investors might not have a full picture of the entity where they would invest in.
Determining the value of data is considered a prerequisite for an effective data management. An important starting
question is: what do data assets mean? And another question is: are there any practical valuation methods
available? This study intends to show the current stage of appraising data assets of a company and possible
issues that companies can face now and in the future. The data is not recognized on the balance sheet as
intangible asset, but was assimilated with it.
A final part is dedicated to European Data Market as reflected in two studies, the last being “First Report on
Facts and Figures – Updating the European Data Market Study – Monitoring Tool”, recently issued by EU to show
growth potential until 2025 and actions targeted by the European policy strategy for the Digital Single Market. As
a Member State, Romania is included in this strategy.
LITERATURE
A tool for valuing a company’s intangible capital and establishing an economic framework to analyze
managerial and investment issues concerning intangibles was developed by Lev (Lev, 2004), who built an
appraisal model around the concept of a company’s comprehensive value and developed a computation method.
The comprehensive value is the net value of the company’s physical and financial assets (derived from the
balance sheet), plus the value of its intangible capital (skilled work force, patents and know-how, strong customer
relationships, brands, goodwill, etc.). This approach has the advantage that it drives management to structure the
intangible-related investments for maximum productivity and longevity. “Characterizing intangibles as assets that
create future benefits can radically change how managers and investors see a business and make key decisions
about it” (Lev, 2004).
Data was just recently considered as one of the intangible assets of the company and treated accordingly.
This is not an entirely new idea, since even the Accounting standards IFRS and IAS 38 require an entity to
recognize an intangible asset, whether purchased or self-created (at cost), if and only if:
m It is probable that future economic benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to the entity and
m The cost of the asset can be measured reliably (IFRS, 2018).
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But the literature in this field is still insufficient. The need of valuating data occurred when the data market
was created, when companies made transactions with Big Data, mainly in the M&A process. Before that, sets
of data pertaining to functional areas (operational costs, cash flow streams, data about employees and client
databases) were conceived as intrinsic values of the company and benefitted of sufficient technological means
to be collected, stored, retrieved, analyzed, and finally used in the forecasting and decision-making process. The
traditional data-processing application software is adequate to treat them. With the beginning of the “digital age”
(around 2002), with the occurrence of new, disruptive technologies, Big Data asked for new ways of capturing,
storing, analyzing, searching, sharing, transferring, visualizing, updating, and new issues challenged the way
data were previously treated. Even if the technological advances were continuous (a disputable statement and an
argument for rejecting the concept of Industrie 4.0, since it is supposed to be based on a technological revolution,
while people do not know the details), data valuation advances were neither continuous, nor visible.
The introduction of Big Data sets in all industries has enhanced the need for data valuation. This need was
increased by the occurrence of a new type of company, i.e. companies operating exclusively with data in a way or
another (collectors, creators of large platforms, etc.; in few a words, data suppliers, users, and buyers).
In their study “What’s Your Data Worth?”, Short and Todd showed that many businesses don’t yet know to
answer the question in their title (Short and Todd 2017). They conducted interviews and collected secondary data
on information activities in 36 companies with revenues greater than $1 bill and non-profit organizations in North
America and Europe from a wide range of industry sectors (retail, health care, entertainment, manufacturing,
transportation, and even government). The majority of companies reported they had no formal data valuation
policies in place, but they were interested to know which part of their data were more valuable. For some, data
classification efforts (they tried to classify hundreds of terabytes of data, but were able to process only 20 terabytes
in 9 months!) included value assessments as well.
Corporate Data Quality Competence Center (Switzerland) promotes the idea of “data as asset”. Consequently,
“data is a value driver and needs to be managed as any other corporate asset” (CC – CDQ, 2017). Valuation of
data is a core interest: “There was a growing need for organizations to treat data assets with the same attention
and care «traditional» (i.e. tangible) assets are treated.” In a work report, A. Zechmann (2016) showed that there
are two main approaches for data valuation: the cost and the income approach. In both, data quality is a value
determinant. The cost approach starts from the hypothesis that the value of data resides particularly in the cost of
reproducing exactly the same data object. This approach provides valid results, but does not consider the value
of data. On the contrary, the income approach has in view mainly the value of all quantified benefits that the data
object can bring in the future, but is subjective and costly.
At Gartner1, Douglas Laney, Vice-President and Distinguished Analyst with Chief Data Office Research
Team, proposes “infonomics” as a new economic discipline, and argues that information is one of the most
important assets of a company (Laney, 2018). In valuating data, Laney introduces a framework of analysis as if
it were a traditional asset.
A recent study with important conclusions was based on the analysis of 149 cases of companies (Lim et al.,
2018). The authors showed that data, especially Big Data, provide a fruitful opportunity for value creation and to
this end they proposed a framework of analysis, for what they called “information-intensive” services. The factors
they identified amount to nine: (1) data source, (2) data collection, (3) data, (4) data analysis, (5) information on
the data source, (6) information delivery, (7) customer (information user), (8) value in information use, and (9)
provider network. They also showed that management needs to facilitate value creation all along the chain.
Akred and Samany (2018) showed that there are three basic reasons why organizations want a good way
to understand their data: direct data monetization, internal investment, and M&A. These three reasons extend the
ideas developed by other two authors Wixom and Ross (2017) regarding direct monetization, and those of Laney:
improving internal business processes and decisions, wrapping information around core products and services,
and selling information offerings to new and existing markets.

1 Gartner, Inc. is a global research and advisory firm providing insights, advice, and tools for leaders in almost all economic functions: IT,
Finance, HR, Customer Service and Support, Legal and Compliance, Marketing, Sales, and Supply Chain across the world.
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WHAT WE MEAN BY DATA ASSETS OF A COMPANY AND HOW TO VALUATE THEM
Data represent any recorded statements or information, more exactly a recorded set of variables (qualitative
or quantitative, structured or unstructured, personal or not, analog or digitally readable), which can be coded
and which are assumed to be factual and not the product of analysis or interpretation. Companies rely on own
master data (accounting data, sales force reports, suppliers and vendors, customers, products, employees, and
so on) in order to perform transactions and to improve their strategies, to provide better products and services, to
successfully compete on their markets. Company data represents one of the most important assets the business
has and it is constantly evolving. There are several methods for valuating data, but none is generally accepted.
Usually these methods refer to master data of a company, and their value is best expressed and materialized
in the M&A process. As any intangible asset, viewed as a bearer of future benefits, data value is considered
mostly the data fair value: that value a buyer or acquirer will be willing to pay both for the company’s tangible and
intangible assets.
For each class of intangible assets an entity must choose either the cost, or the revaluation model. Under the
cost model, after initial recognition, intangible assets should be carried at cost, less accumulated amortization and
impairment losses. Under the revaluation model, intangible assets may be carried at the revalued amount (based
on the fair value), less any subsequent amortization and impairment losses only if the fair value can be determined
by reference to an active market. Such active markets are expected to be uncommon for intangible assets.
In this accounting approach the company should measure an intangible asset at the time of acquisition.
There is no arbitrary ceiling on the useful life of an intangible asset. Therefore, the amortization method should
reflect the pattern in which the company uses up the benefits the asset provides, with the straight-line method as
the default choice.
Short and Todd (2017) describe a way to define data, from three sources: the asset, or stock value; the
activity value; and the expected, or future value. The stock value is mostly customer data, considered a strategic
asset. It generates value either directly, when the data are sold or acquired, or indirectly, when new products are
created using own customers’ or public and proprietary data to deduce useful information about their general
behavior. The frequency of use strongly influences the value of data in use: it is postulated that in most cases, the
more the data are accessed or used, the more their value increases, unlike tangible assets, the value of which
decreases with time and wear. The third (and most interesting in terms of transactions) part of this definition
refers to future value of data, usually impossible to calculate apart from other intangibles (firstly, goodwill, then
trademarks, patents, copyrights, etc.). A solution to this issue is the comparison with similar transactions on the
marketplace.
While master data can be more or less valuated, Big Data are much more difficult to valuate.
The world produces 2.5 exabytes of data each day2, and 90% of all data was generated in just the last two
years. When we say that “The world is more and more data-driven” we refer particularly to Big Data, that differ
from simple data by several quantifications – Volume, Variety, Velocity – summarized as the ”3V’s”, since 2001:
volume refers to data stores of petabytes or above, variety to diverse formats of data generation sourced from
various mechanisms, and velocity to the requirement for real time collections/analysis of data. But it is not only
that. At Gartner, “«Big data» is high-volume, -velocity and -variety information assets that demand cost-effective,
innovative methods of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making.” Gartner stated that in
2011, the rate of global data growth was around 59%. They accumulate so rapidly that “traditional” processing
methods, methodologies, and software (as Excel, for example) do not work anymore. New methodologies were
developed, especially in the last decade, to detect correlations and patterns, thus turning Big Data in a huge
source of information. Correctly managed and properly analyzed, with specialized methodologies and software,
Big Data has a recognized power: it can reveal patterns, forecast trends, characterize general preferences of
customers, and predict facts that until now could not be predicted – to speak only of its economic power.
That is why data valuation, especially Big Data valuation, is so important.

2 Source: http://www.vcloudnews.com/every-day-big-data-statistics-2-5-quintillion-bytes-of-data-created-daily/
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INDIVIDUALS AND DATA
Individuals generate a bulk of data, with their consent or not. In exchange, in many cases by supplying
personal data, they receive free access to software, to different products and services, but gain no monetary
benefit from this trade. Their trading power on the market is low, since most of them trade unwittingly their data.
The awareness of personal data value was checked through an interesting experiment realized by
Kaspersky Lab in September 2017. They set up a shop “The Dollar Store” in London, where people could use as
currency only their personal data to buy merchandise from a street artist. They called this currency “data dollars”:
WhatsApp conversations, photos, cell numbers, etc. in exchange to art products. Kaspersky wanted to know
“how much your data is worth for you”. The acceptance of this exchange was not universal, some defended their
privacy recognizing that their data bears value, while, globally, 39% of people have the personal data unprotected
and do not seem to care too much about it.
Corporations are the winners on data market, the list of successful companies since 2016 being led by
data the firms Alphabet, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft. Due to their success, most of them were
able to extend the business to other sectors than the digital (technology, life sciences, capital investment). For
instance, Alphabet group was created through a restructuring of Google so as to allow greater autonomy to group
companies that operate in other sectors than Internet services.
Privacy activists accuse Big Data collectors (like Facebook and Google) of coercing users into sharing
personal data. On the first day of GDPR enforcement (GDRP is the acronym for General Data Protection
Regulation, issued in EU), an Austrian activist sued the two companies. Although the companies have rolled out
new policies and products that, they say, comply with GDRP requirements, they are accused that the privacy
policies do not go far enough, not being really a choice for users: users are asked to check a box in order to
access services. This is an all-or-nothing choice, so, faute de mieux, users will almost always choose “yes” or
check the box, without a real consent. The value of the fines proposed is very high: 3.9 bill Euro for Facebook and
3.7 bill Euro for Google.
The license and workforce costs involved in the installation, development, maintenance of data or personal
data are for sure important costs. But how can we enforce confidentiality or integrity? (Munteanu, 2018). GDRP
could be an answer to these questions.
THE EUROPEAN DATA MARKET
Data economy can be apprehended from the supply and the demand angle, respectively. Economically
speaking, on the market there are, on the one side, data suppliers and, on the other, data users. This is the point
of view adopted by the EU. EU makes clear the distinction between the two types of data companies (EU Data
Market Study, 2017). Nowadays, digital platforms and data integrators are the main suppliers on the data market:
their core activity is the production and delivery of digital data-related products, services, and technologies. They
capitalize on individual data and monetize them by selling integrated data to advertisement networks which are
targeting specific segments and are able to influence buying decisions.
Data users generate, exploit and analyze digital data that can be transferred in the area of demand, and
improve their business. In their turn, they feed the data suppliers. As this flow of data from and to data suppliers is
usually continuous, it is difficult to classify the companies according to their position on the data market, because
their roles are interchangeable.
The EU Report (2018) defines Data Market as the marketplace where digital data is exchanged as “products”
or “services”, as a result of the elaboration of raw data. Its value is defined as the aggregate value of the demand
of digital data without measuring the direct, indirect and induced impacts of data on the economy. The value of the
Data Market includes imports (data products and services bought on the global digital market from suppliers not
based in Europe) and excludes the exports of the European data companies.
Governments also operate with Big Data, an activity that in some countries is just an intention or goal, with
a view to improving the quality of life for the citizens. Most of government big data have open access.
In a few words, what we call data sources are companies, individuals with structured and unstructured
data, statistical bodies (government and government publications and databases, national and international
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organizations), scientific sources and others (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The data market
A study issued in 2017, analyzing the data market from 2013 to 2016, (EU Study, 2017) showed, among
others, the extension of the data market in 2016 in terms of data companies – suppliers and users – data workers,
and data economy value in EU. The results are presented below (Figure 2). One can see that the EU data market
will be more than 2.46 times larger in 2020 compared with 2016 (Panel a), the number of companies supplying
data will increase by almost 41% (Panel b), the number of users by only 10% (Panel c), and the number of people
involved in data business by 70% (Panel d). As a conclusion, for the EU workforce, the development of data
market is planned to be a chance, provided that the qualification of people in this field meets the requirements.
According to the new 2025 Baseline scenario, the data market will amount to more than 85 billion Euro in the
EU27, against 50.4 billion Euro in 2017 (a 7.1% CAGR 2020-2025) (Annex 1, EU Data Market Study, 2017; 2018).

Data economy value
(bill Euro)

Number of companies
supplying data in EU

739
300

359,050
255,000
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Panel a 						

Number of companies
using data in EU

661,050
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Number of Data Workers in EU
(mill)

727,250
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6,16
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Panel c						
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Figure 2: Data economy value in Europe (Panel a), Number of companies supplying data in EU (Panel b),
Number of companies using data in EU (Panel c), Number of data workers in EU (Panel d)
Source: Final results of the European Data Market study measuring the size and trends of the EU data economy,
2 May, 2017, prepared by IDC and Open Evidence
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According to the EU reports, Romania is part of the cluster of Eastern economies (with Lithuania, Hungary,
Croatia, Latvia, Slovakia, Cyprus, Bulgaria). The ratio of total impacts on GDP in these countries is lower than the
average, and this is confirmed by the fact that the data suppliers have a low impact on the supply chain.
In 2016 in Romania there were 5,450 suppliers of data (4% of the companies supplying data in EU) and
5,450 data users (1.07% of data users in EU). The number of data user companies is still lower than the EU
average.
The new study issued in 2018 (EU Data Market Study, 2018) revealed an expected fact: the number of data
suppliers in EU continues to grow year-on-year, with a faster pace in 2017 (5.7%) than the data users (2.1%).
The number of data suppliers in EU28 was 276,000 units, and the data users amounted to 690,650 units in the
same year (Annex 2).
THE VALUE OF DATA ASSETS IN M&A
In 2016 Microsoft Corp. acquired the professional network LinkedIn Corp. with $26.2 bill. At that time
LinkedIn had around 433 mill users and 100 mill active users. Simple arithmetic shows that Microsoft paid around
$60.5 per user and $262 per active user. Of course, Microsoft saw new opportunities of development in acquiring
LinkedIn and recognized the potential benefits of acquiring data about professionals and companies. Along with
trademarks, patterns, copyrights, goodwill and the like, the value resides undoubtedly in the asset value of data.
In 2014 Facebook bought WhatsApp, having 450 mill active users with $16 bill. This means that Facebook
paid around $35.55 per active user. The increase potential of WhatsApp is huge: 1 mill users each day, and most
are young people, who ask for a direct and private connection with their peers or families and are not interrupted
by ads.
The reason why the two companies made these acquisitions is complex, but for sure they intended to
increase their value by acquiring new data, and eliminate competitors on the market.
FUTURE TRENDS IN FINANCIAL RECORDING AND DATA GOVERNANCE
The problem that arises nowadays and will be more stringent in the future is: who will have power on
data and what will governments do about it? The global flow of data assets makes the answer quite difficult.
The EU outlines future models “ranging between two potential extremes: on the one hand, a data governance
model where a few data holders (private or public) control most of data assets; on the other hand, an open and
participatory data governance model, based on sharing and transparency”. A single government cannot set the
rules for the governance of data assets, not even a community of states as EU. The rules and regulations will
be the result of the intergovernmental negotiations and the interplay of conflicting interests of main private and
public stakeholders in the next years. “The reason why data governance has moved from an economic or at most
a market regulation issue to a complex social and policy issue is the growing awareness that power on data may
ultimately influence social cohesion and democracy, unless it is restrained…” (EDM Data Market Study, 2018).
Undoubtedly, pan-European legal data governance framework enables the monetization of data assets.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. While there are several current data valuation models and scenarios, there is no way to analyze
the efficiency and appropriateness of them. Companies need to know more about data value as an intangible
asset, independent of M&A or monetization/selling processes. If investors do not fully understand/recognize the
company’s intangible assets, they tend to undervalue the stock of the company.
2. To be fully recognized, data value needs to be counted on the balance sheets separately from other
intangible assets. Take care and insist on the amortization period, because data value may change over time.
3. Knowing data value, and the value of information it could create as a capitalized asset, the insurance
companies of data will help the company operate properly. This will result in new business opportunities for
insurance companies, by creating new insurance products. The M&A process is supposed to be, at least formally,
improved (Laney, 2018).
4. Measuring and evaluating the performance of data management activities are still unknown among
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data management professionals. Management of companies needs to be aware of the value of data and of the
ways data can improve strategies. It is essential that, like for any other intangible, companies should test the value
of data for impairment, at least on a yearly basis. Companies should recognize an impairment loss in any period
when the recorded value of the asset is higher than its fair value.
5. Companies today get competitive advantage, intellectual property gains, and even data monetization
from their data. For the companies that are actively monetizing their data by reselling it to others, it is likely that
there is a tangible way of measuring profits from the effort. If data is to be considered as an asset on the balance
sheet, there must be a corresponding cost for acquiring or building this asset: organizations have to value the
hours spent on collecting, refining, and enriching their data, as well as the personnel recruiting costs, storage
and computing costs, facility costs and any other factors that go into data asset development. Also, as data ages,
it usually loses its relevance and value. Formulae will need to be devised to assess data depreciation over the
specified period of time that it ages. To determine the correct depreciation cycles, regulators and CFOs need to
work together with CIOs to determine the proper lifespans for data, and then factor in a viable depreciation formula
against these lifespans.
6. The European Union studies measure the performances of the data markets in Member States by
different criteria, aiming to create a digital single market. This is only an aspect of data valuation, namely the
monetizing of data assets in the European economic space. The future trends in the EU data market is planned
to increase in the next seven years.
RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
Our attempt to separate the business role of data of its social role and economic policy issues seems to be
a short term approach. On long term, the current signs show that the social and political factors will have a more
and more increased influence on the value/valuation of data in a data-driven economy.
On the other hand, the change we advocate here – adding data on the balance sheet as an intangible asset
– needs to be strongly regulated and standardized on the international level, but we cannot predict the time when
such a standard will be operational.
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Annex 1: Data suppliers and data users forecast in EU (three scenarios)
Data Suppliers Forecast 2025 by Member State - Three Scenarios (Units; ‘000); CAGR 2025-2020 (%)
Indicator 2 – Data Suppliers – Forecast 2025

Region

2025
Challenge

2025
Baseline

2025
High Growth

CAGR
2025/2020
Challenge
Scenario (%)

CAGR
2025/2020
Baseline
Scenario (%)

CAGR
2025/2020
High Growth
Scenario (%)

EU27

170,100

182,050

202,800

1.6%

3.0%

5.2%

EU28

338,700

357,950

410,900

2.1%

3.2%

6.1%

Source: EDM Data Market Study 2018
Data Users Forecast 2025 by Member State - Three Scenarios (Units; ‘000); CAGR 2025-2020 (%)
Indicator 2 – Data Users – Forecast 2025

Region

2025
Challenge

2025
Baseline

2025
High Growth

CAGR
2025/2020
Challenge
Scenario (%)

CAGR
2025/2020
Baseline
Scenario (%)

CAGR
2025/2020
High Growth
Scenario (%)

EU27

562,250

585,150

629,250

0.8%

1.6%

3.1%

EU28

758,100

786,650

853,200

1.0%

1.7%

3.4%

Source: EDM Data Market Study 2018

Annex 2: Romanian and EU data users and data suppliers 2016-2017-2020 (baseline scenario)
Data Suppliers
2016

2017

2020

2016/2017

Romania

5,450

5,750

5,850

5.5%

EU27

134,300

141,900

157,150

5.7%

EU28

261,450

276,450

305,600

5.8%

2020

2016/2017

Source: EDM Data Market Study 2018
Data Users
2016

2017

Romania

5,450

5,450

5,450

0.0%

EU27

505,950

516,550

539,800

2.1%

EU28

676,150

690,650

721,850

2.1%

Source: EDM Data Market Study 2018
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Abstract: There is no doubt that change is an uphill battle. J.O. Prochaska and Carlo C. DiClemente concluded
after years of research that smokers quit only when they are ready to do so [1]. Individuals and organizations
spend usually a long time in a stage of change and some may never reach their final target. As my precursors,
studying along the time the process of change implementation in different types of organizations, I have observed
characteristic stages in these change endeavours, like Lewin with the Three Step-Model and Kotter with the EightStep Plan [2]. This paper proposes the fact that there is a similitude between the individual’s Stages of Change
[1] and the organization’s Stages of Change, with some specificities for each of them. Mainly, the differences
between these two types of Stages of Change are generated by the focus on different priorities and capabilities.
Keywords: Adaptation, Action Research, Change, Change Management, Diagnosis Analysis, Internal Organization,
Management Approach, Organization, Performance Improvement, Reorganization, Science, Scientific.
JEL Codes: D23, L22, M10, O33.
INTRODUCTION
Change before you have to – Jack Welch
No individual or organization is in a particular stable environment, today. Even those strong individuals, as
well as organizations must change something radical in their lives. “Change or die” is true for a smoker as for
an organization in a volatile market of today, as that for example of smartphones. With the rate of technological
disruption and the global economy, change is now the normal state of business [3]. Individuals usually keep
change as a discrete event in their life, like many organizations in their endeavours to be successful. Organizations
view change as a constant opportunity prepared usually in secret to evolve the business and win the market
competitions. Both individuals and organizations have their stages in the process of change, which surprisingly
are similar.
Resistance to change is due to individuals’ fragile egos. We see change often as threatening our status,
having as result slowing down the process, as said by Philip Crosby: “Slowness to change usually means fear of
the new” [4].
Resistance to change might be good if it leads to debate. Both individuals and organizations before deciding
to undertake change resort to open discussions. in this process, sometimes resistance is “undercover” being
implicit or deferred, manifested by loss of loyalty, loss of motivation, increase in absenteeism and errors. A single
change of inherent impact may be the straw that breaks the camel’s back, because resistance to earlier changes
has been postponed to be solved in due time. The sources for major forces to change resistance reside for
individuals in human characteristics (perception, personality, needs) and for organizations in their structures.
From here comes the major reason for the similitude between the two Change Stages because organizational
structures are formed by and with individuals. It’s worth noting that an organization being, as functionality similar
to a “human body”, it finally behaves like an “extraordinary individual”.
About The Stages Of Change Model
The science behind personal transformation is explained in the Stages of Change Model [1] After 40+ years
of experience in change management, the author observed that a strong similitude exists between the process of
change for individuals and for organizations.
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When we speak about the well-established psychological model Stages of Change [1] we distinguish six
stages of personal change:
m Precontemplation
m Contemplation
m Determination
m Action
m Maintenance
m Termination

Figure1: Illustration about the different stages a smoker experiences when they try to quit smoking
(done by cartoonist and illustrator Simon Kneebone)

Similitude Illustration for Individuals and Organizations Stages of Change
Let’s look at the six Stages of Change for an organization:
m Evaluation
m Preparation
m Planning
m Implementation
m Consolidation
m Commitment
In the following illustration, we may see, both Stages of Change in a single representation (Individual and
Organizational):
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Organizations
versus
Individuals
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IMPLEMENTATION
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CONSOLIDATION
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Figure 2: Similitude Illustration for Individuals and Organizations Stages of Change
Comments and Examples on the Similitude Stages of Change
Stage 1: Precontemplation versus Evaluation
At this stage, an individual does not plan to make changes and nor the organization. The reason for the
individual may be explained by the denial stage about the problem, whereas the organization is evaluating the
change necessity and its impact.
For example, an employee is aware that in the actual environment of globalization, learning a foreign
language brings benefits, however, the individual cannot find yet the motivation to do so. For an organization, the
example might be the evaluation of a study that is concluding the existence of a strong organizational culture that
impede changes to be implemented. However, for the moment, the organization has not an interest to change
something but is aware about the problem of change implementation. Both subjects, will progress to the next
stage only when they start to realize the advantages of making a change.
Stage 2: Contemplation versus Preparation
At this stage the individual starts thinking about the advantages and disadvantages of changing and spend
a lot of time with pros and cons. This stage can waist a lot of time and the individual might get stuck and lose
opportunities. For example, an employee begins to realize that the knowledge of a foreign language might give
benefits. in the same time, this is the moment to consider a regular schedule for learning, despite the fact that the
employee feels resistant due to the time and material effort to be involved. When the employee starts thinking for
a concrete learning plan, this is the moment to move to the next stage.
The “Preparation” stage for an organization is focusing the necessity for the creation of a concrete action
plan considering all the benefits for change, as well as, all the traps that might appear along the process and the
counteract strategies. This is the stage when for employees involved in the change management a buy-in process
begins, also alliances are made and teams are built with reliable individuals and change promoters. For example,
an organization might plan a tactical strategy to change its strong culture by introducing more formalization (rules
and regs) to favour an easier process of change implementation. The moment to step in the following stage is
when the organization starts to think and understand the necessity to build a plan to increase formalization.
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Stage 3: Determination versus Planning
The “Determination” stage for an individual begins by putting a plan in place. This stage for individuals is
usually brief, lasting a few weeks. For example, the person may book a course to learn a foreign language with a
personal trainer or with a training school. The next stage begins when the training starts.
The “Planning” stage for an organization commence with a planning session with all the actors involved
in the change process. The planning stage ends when the plan for change has all the data necessary for the
implementation stage, mainly regarding actions to be undertaken, timeframe for each and responsibilities
assumed by employees. Usually a budget should also be allocated to the Change Plan and the recommendation
to consider it comes from the fact that some organization cannot afford the change process due to the lack
of funds. For example, the introduction of formalization in an organization with a strong culture may require a
specialized consulting team to draft a Change Plan, draft rules and regs and conduct the implementation process
together with the leader and the appointed responsible employees. Unlike the individual’s “Determination” stage,
the organization’s “Planning” stage takes much longer than weeks, sometimes months and involves costs that
might stop the process for a while.
Stage 4: Action versus Implementation
“Action” stage for an individual in a change process is the most important. It represents the prove for family,
friends and colleagues that the desire for change is real. This “public exposure” will be an important part of the
“change engine” to make the individual to continue the effort that, in truth, began much sooner than people around
the individual were able to observe. in the considered example, the individual demonstrates the desire to learn by
trying to speak a little bit the new foreign language in front of knowledgeable people, and sometimes with a native
foreign language speaker.
At this stage an organization has the most difficult part of the changing process. Studies, such as: McKinsey
Global Survey 2014, continued in 2017 [5], reveal that organizations have not become much better at executing
the core capabilities and practices that support success in large scale change programs. Only 37 percent of
respondents report successful implementations, representing in the studies, the “top implementers.” The most
common practices for supporting successful change efforts include leaders owning and committing to the change,
role modelling, new behaviours, and devoting time and energy to supporting the process.
The “Stage 4” processes continue until the last action in the Change Plan is implemented.
Stage 5: Maintenance versus Consolidation
Struggling to accomplish the “Action” stage, the individual will consider that the implementation effort should
be continued with maintaining the changes. Once the lifestyle suffered changes, individual will try not to lose the
benefits of change and think how to keep them. The individual begins to be vigilant against old triggers and make
protect the new habits to become unstuck. Depending on the individual and the subject for change, the timeframe
for this stage varies from six months to a year or longer, and only after that individual may enter in the last stage.
The “Consolidation” stage for an organization may include fine tunings of the implementation actions
with reconsideration of some assumptions and as a result with the possibility of several delays in the process.
“Consolidation” can be challenging because it entails coming up with a set of new habits for leaders and employees
to lock change in place. Succeeding to get a set of new habits represents the step to the final change stage. For
example, when an organization will be able to guide its activity by the new rules and regs that have been already
conceived and implemented, proving few fails in applying them, then it is ready for the last change stage.
Stage 6: Termination versus Commitment
Unfortunately, not all individuals reach the “Termination” stage. This stage is characterized by completely
adopting the new habit, meaning that certainly will not go back to the initial stage. For example, someone may
find impossible to imagine to completely forget and/or disregard the new language learned, but to continue to
practice it by reading and speaking whenever the opportunity arises. Some individuals may even consider to
move in the country that people speak natively that language. However, for the majority of people, remaining in
the maintaining stage represents a state of normality, because it takes a long time for a new habit to become
natural to stick forever.
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For the majority of organizations, it’s normal to stay in the “Consolidation” stage period indefinitely. This
situation might be even done on purpose, since from this stage it’s easier to experiment other new changes. As
for example, in our previously organizational culture change effort, other new formalization changes are easier
to implement from the “Consolidation” stage, since the formalization process is considered to be continued. The
“Commitment” stage is may be better illustrated by an organization that decided a strategic change such as, to
renounce to their broad range of products and services and remain only with the R&D activity that proved along
the time to be more successful.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
As a “Golden Rule” to the similitude aspect of both Change Stages is that the models are best applied when
the goal for change is realistically set. Sometimes, depending on the type of the change it doesn’t matter whether
you try to follow the stages or not, but the result is that the process might get stuck and is better to apply for a
professional help. A recommendation to avoid stuck is to consider in the change process to take moments, even
planned since the beginning, to assess where you are and adapt your approach if the case may be, in order to
come back to the main track and achieve your goal [6].
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Abstract: The paper considers the problem of quality of management (or “management quality”) in Russia in
macro and microeconomic aspects. The authors note that its almost permanent anti-crisis character is a feature
of Russian management. Russian managers have been working in the period of external sanctions applying
to Russia since 2014 and they are practically accustomed both to the often changing economic rules of the
game, which are constantly introduced by the government, and to alternating economic crises. The authors have
considered the most unpopular government’s decision from June 14, 2018 on the stage-by-stage rising of the
retirement age in the Russian Federation from the point of view of assessing the quality of public administration.
The authors put the term “management quality institute” into practice and consider it to be a system of subjectobject relations aimed at maximum satisfaction of the society needs, taking into account the requirements of
moral, social and economic norms.
Keywords: Management quality, public administration; state programs; life quality; population satisfaction.
JEL Codes: O11; O21; O43; P11.
The topic of the conference «Are Business Leaders Prepared to Handle Future Business Disruptions?»
is highly relevant for the development of not only Russian enterprises, but also the whole economy. in market
conditions, the development of enterprises and the economy of the country, their effectiveness and competitiveness
are directly related to the quality of management (further in the article the authors will use the term “management
quality”).
MANAGEMENT QUALITY DEVELOPMENT AS THE MOST URGENT AND COMPLEX REFORM OF THE
COUNTRY
Analyzing the problem of quality of management in Russia, it should be noted that the quality of management
must be considered at the macro and micro levels. The macroeconomic aspect is related to the need for qualitative
changes in economic policy pursued in Russia today. The existing economy model doesn’t meet the existing
tasks; there is a need for its reform, but as it is said in such cases, it all depends on the absence of political will.
That is why the administration of Russian enterprises does not have clear ideas about the specific directions of
the RF Government’s activity in overcoming the economic crisis. The CEO and Chairman of the Executive Board
of the largest Russian bank Sberbank, the ex-head of the Ministry of Economic Development Gref G. notes that
Russia needs large-scale reforms, but it is dangerous to conduct them under the current management system. It
is necessary to reduce everything to one reform - to the development of quality of management starting with the
executive vertical. According to the ex-minister the economic development of the last decades and the emergence
of new technologies require radical changes in the management sphere. At the same time, if technical skills
(hard skills) provide 15% success, the remaining 85% depends on leadership qualities, corporate culture and
management style (soft skills). Gref believes that meanwhile in Russia “the most complex management systems
in many ways are still archaic” (Ria.ru 2015).
The data of the dynamics of the gross domestic product of the Russian Federation testify to the problem
of the need to improve the management quality as the most relevant for the Russian economy (Data.worldbank.
org 2018). GDP for the year 2016 amounted to 1.2832 trillion dollars, which is less than the level of GDP in 2008
(1.6608 trillion dollars) (Figure 1). One of the studies of the experts of the Higher School of Economics tells about
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a “lost decade” in Russia. The authors write that the Russian economy “does not grow, but decays, losing the
chances of resuming growth” (BFM.RU 2018).

Figure 1: Dynamics of the gross domestic product of the Russian Federation
Many Russian politicians and economists agree with this position. An example of this is the opinion of Kudrin
A., Chairman of the Council of the “Center for strategic elaborations”, which he has voiced during the work of
the Krasnoyarsk Economic Forum “The Russian Economy: the Agenda 2017-2025”: “This is a lost decade for
Russia. in the past ten years, we have moved from crisis to crisis with little respite. I would rate the government
system as an old squeaky machine. Only 38% of state employees are engaged into their direct duties, in other
cases they are engaged in “fire-fighting operations, performing chaotic instructions”. At the same economic forum,
the Russian Federation Minister of Economic Development Oreshkin M. pointed out that “entrepreneurs need
clear development mechanisms and long-term planning – at least three to five years ahead» (Newslab.ru 2017).
Obviously there is a controversy of opinions even within the framework of one event. Experts say about the need
to apply the mechanisms of anti-crisis management in the activities of Russian enterprises, but the minister points
out the need to develop long-term plans for the enterprises development. It is still unclear how this can be done
under conditions of alternating crises periods.
The indicators of the general structure of the RF federal budget for the last ten years also indicate an
increasing management crisis (Table 1) (Ruxpert.ru 2018).
Table 1: General structure of the federal budget
Year

Budget size
(trillion rubles)

Income (trillion rubles)

Costs (trillion rubles)

Budget balance (trillion
rubles)

2006

10,564

6,279

4,285

1,994

2007

13,768

7,781

5,987

1,795

2008

16,847

9,276

7,571

1,705

2009

16,998

7,338

9,660

-2,322

2010

18,423

8,305

10,118

-1,812

2011

22,293

11,368

10,926

0,442

2012

25,751

12,856

12,895

-0,039

2013

26,363

13,020

13,343

-0,323

2014

29,328

14,497

14,832

-0,335

2015

29,280

13,659

15,620

-1,961

2016

29,867

13,460

16,427

-2,956
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In such financial conditions, when the budget balance has been negative for several years, the Government
of the Russian Federation is looking for ways not of improving the economy efficiency but cost saving. And the
Government’s decision on gradually raising of the retirement age in the Russian Federation has become the next
step in “social protection” of the population.
ANTICRISIS CHARACTER OF RUSSIAN MANAGEMENT IN THE CONDITIONS OF NON-SYSTEM
STATE ADMINISTRATION
A feature of Russian management is its almost permanent anti-crisis nature. Russian managers have been
working in the period of external sanctions applying to Russia since 2014 and they are practically accustomed
both to the often changing economic rules of the game, which are constantly introduced by the government and
to alternating economic crises. The government’s decision of June 14, 2018 (Ntv.ru 2018). on the stage-by-stage
rising of the retirement age in the Russian Federation has become the most discussed from the point of view of its
unpopularity in society. It is expected that by the year 2034 men will retire at 65 years, and women – at 63 years.
At the same time, the Russian Prime Minister Medvedev D. accentuated that pension payments will annually grow
by about 1 thousand rubles (that is about 16 dollars a year). It is worth noting that the size of an ordinary pension
payment (by reaching the retirement age) today is 13 700 rubles (approximately $ 217) (47medportal.ru 2018).
According to the Global Pension Index for the year 2017, Russia ranked the 40th place among the 43 countries
that participated in the study, and gained 45% of the 100%. The index is calculated from such parameters as the
finances of pensioners, material security, quality of life and health (Vestifinance.ru 2017).
In early 2016, the Minister of Labor and Social Protection Topilin M. said that the state program for the pension
system development is in the process of coordination in ministries and departments and it will be adopted before the
end of the year (Npf.guru 2016). The implementation of the state program was planned for the years 2017-2025. But
the program still hasn’t been adopted, and the decision to rise the retirement age is considered to be a non-systemic
one, which has no connection with the pension system development program in the Russian Federation.
These Government actions once again stimulate Russian managers and directly companies’ staff to develop
appropriate management actions. And an increase of «envelope salary» or “backdoor salary” will become the
most common action. The RF Ministry of Finance has estimated such an illegal «grey» wages fund in Russia at
10 trillion rubles annually. Taxes from these funds are either not paid at all, or paid in part. This how this scheme
works: the employer enters into a contract with the employee and assigns a tiny official salary. He cashes out the
rest of the money and gives it to the employee illegal in an envelope, bypassing taxes, so he saves his money
(Mir24.tv 2017). Of course, there are a number of negative consequences of the application of this scheme: fines
(according to the Article 122 of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation from 20% to 40% of the amount of hidden
wages); a smaller amount of holiday and hospital pay which were received by company employees. But, let’s
answer the question from the position of the staff «What is more advantageous in the new pension conditions:
to get officially declared salary and to pay monthly 13% of income tax from the whole amount or get «envelope
salary» and at the same time decide to spend all the money or save part of it for the future old age?».
Today the average life expectancy in Russia is 71.9 years (Ruxpert.ru 2017), with an average life expectancy
of 66,5 years for men and 77 for women. Thus, taking into account the gradual increase of the retirement age in
the Russian Federation (by 2034 men will retire at the age of 65 and women at the age of 63), the survival period
of pensioners will be 1.5 years for men and 14 years for women. Let’s calculate the received pension payments for
the survival period in real figures for the year 2018: for men it will be 13700 rubles * for 1.5 years = 246 600 rubles;
for women – 13 700 rubles * for 14 years = 2301600 rubles. That means the average size of the received pension
payments for the whole survival period will be 1274100 rubles. The average monthly official salary in the Russian
Federation for the year 2017 was 39 085 rubles (approximately 620 dollars) (Ru.wikipedia.org 2018), respectively,
annually the employee pays 13% of income tax = 39 085 rubles * 12 months * 13% = 60972,6 rubles. Taking
into account the planned increase of the retirement age, the average length of working seniority will be 42 years
(64 years (the average age of retirement) minus 22 years (the graduation age in the Russian Federation)). Thus,
during the labor activity in figures for the year 2018 the worker pays average income tax for the sum of 60972,6
rubles * 42 years = 2560849,2 rubles, that is 2 times more than he will receive for all survival period of retirement.
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Obviously, both for enterprises themselves and for the staff «envelope salary» is an economically expedient tool
for responding to such external administrative impact as rising the retirement age.
THE TERM “MANAGEMENT QUALITY” IN THE STUDIES OF RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS
The management quality is a complex, universal concept. There isn’t generally accepted definition of this
term in modern management theory; we’ll give examples of a number of definitions of Russian researchers.
In his work (Raizberg 2003) Raizberg B. points out that judging the management quality should be based
only on the performance of the management object, which in turn is determined by the quality of the product
(service) of its activity. Thus there is a whole chain of cause-effect relationships: the management quality – the
quality of the control object activity – the quality of the product created by the control object.
Kolpakov V. notes that management quality is a state and measure; the state of management potential and
the measure of its use, reflected in the results (including market) of the enterprise and its components (Kolpakov
2004).
Vinokurov V. emphasizes that management quality is a combination of the properties inherent in management
and determining its condition, the ability to create appropriate conditions by selecting, integrating and combining
the factors of the internal and external environment to ensure the required competitiveness of the enterprise
(Vinokurov 2006).
Svitkin M. defines the management quality as a set of properties inherent in management and determining
its condition, the ability to create appropriate conditions by selecting, integrating and combining factors of the
internal and external environment to ensure the required competitiveness of the enterprise (Svitkin 2004).
Tvauri R. and Chmyshenko E. give the following definition: management quality is a set of characteristics of
the elements of the management system that ensures the functioning and development of the facility in order to
meet the consumers needs (Tvauri and Chmyshenko 2014).
Korolev V. points out that the quality of management is a concept that should not be identified with the
quality of administration, which is one of the components of the concept of «management quality». in his opinion,
to characterize management quality, it is necessary to take into account not only the processes occurring at
the enterprise itself, but also the results of its work in the market, i.e. the compliance of products with market
requirements, actions of competitors, search for new counterparties, etc. (Korolev 2017).
According to Voinarovskaya L. the management quality has a dual nature. On the one hand, management
quality determines the modes of enterprise operation within its capabilities and the effectiveness of ongoing
processes, which should be considered to be a function of numerous and diverse internal factors: managerial
professionalism, communication effectiveness, managerial decision-making and modern technical equipment.
On the other hand, it manifests itself in the degree of the objective function achievement and depends on the
satisfaction of the social need and the consumer utility of the produced goods (Voinarovskaya 2014).
According to ISO 9000: 2015, the quality of management is a coordinated action on administration and
control in an organization that meets seven quality principles established by the same standard: customer
orientation, leadership, staff involvement, process approach, continuous improvement, actual approach to
acceptance solutions, relationship management (Iso.org 2015).
Another approach to determining the content of the category «quality of management» is disclosed by Kiselev
K. (Kiselev 2016). This approach is based on the principle of a multilevel description of the object of investigation
in which it is represented in the form of a hierarchical structure. Within the framework of this approach, two
elements are included in the quality of management: quality of the management system and quality of business
process management. On the one hand, the quality management assessing criteria will characterize the quality of
management activities (managerial decisions quality, management technologies quality), on the other hand – the
management quality of the whole company (adaptability, competitiveness).
MANAGEMENT QUALITY: IN THE REPORTS AND EVALUATION OF THE POPULATION
While answering the question formulated in the topic of our report “Management quality in Russia: the goal
or means?” as a basis we use the definitions of the term “quality” in accordance with GOST R ISO 9000-2015:
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“Quality is the degree of correspondence of a set of inherent characteristics of an object to the requirements” and
standard ISO 8402-86 (which is now out of use, but we consider it to reflect the definition of this concept more
precisely): “Quality is a combination of the properties and characteristics of products or services that give them
the ability to meet the conditioned or perceived needs of the consumer”.
We will try to answer this question relating to one of the state programs implemented in the Russian Federation
«Health Development». in accordance with the program passport, its goal is to ensure the availability of medical
care and improve the effectiveness of medical services, which volumes, types and quality must correspond to the
level of morbidity and population needs and to the advanced achievements of medical science(Programs.gov.ru
2018).
According to the data from the consolidated annual reports on the implementation and evaluation of the
effectiveness of the state programs of the Russian Federation for the years 2014-2016, the indicators of the
Health Development Program were achieved in the following amount (Programs.gov.ru 2017): 2017 – data are
not available; 2016 – 84,7%; 2015 – 90,6%, 2014 – 98,5%. These indicators are estimated in the official reports
as highly effective.
However, the survey results of the research center of the Superjob portal in 2016 indicate that Russians
have estimated the availability of medical services at 2,6 points out of 5 possible (Vademec.ru 2016 08). Also,
according to a survey of health care workers conducted by the independent monitoring foundation «Health» in
July 2016, 70% of respondents noted that the availability of medical consultations in the framework of compulsory
medical insurance in state medical organizations is low. At the same time, 52% consider the shortage of medical
specialists to be the main reason, and 31% say that the reason is the poor organization of the institution (Vademec.
ru 2016 07).
So while answering the question «Management quality in Russia: the goal or means?» it can be said that
the indicators of state programs (in particular, the program «Health Development») are noted in reports as highly
effective, but its main goal: to ensure access to medical care and improve the efficiency of medical services is
not achieved on the basis of an assessment of the satisfaction of both the population itself and the health care
workers. These findings once again show the need to change the Russian system of public administration itself. in
this situation, the actions of Russian enterprises administration have an anti-crisis nature adapting to the existing
system of governance.
CONCLUSIONS
Thus, summarizing the foregoing, we can conclude that there is a clear problem of the management quality
in Russia, and above all, it is at the state level. Making cardinal for the entire population non-systemic decisions by
the RF Government (including rising of the retirement age) does not allow Russian enterprises to develop actions
for long-term development and social security of employees. The problem of institutional lagging is obvious; it is
precisely such an institution as the management quality that hampers the development of both the country and
several companies.
The institutional economics directs the state activities to meet the society needs taking into account the
requirements of moral, social and economic norms. To maintain these norms and their effectiveness in Russia,
it is necessary to create an institute for quality of management that will monitor the observance of the qualitative
work of other socio-economic institutions and their compliance with the requirements of standards at the state
level. According to the Douglass North’s definition institutions are the rules and the mechanisms that ensure
their implementation and the norms of behavior that structure repeated interactions between people (Grandars.
ru 2018). The founder of the institutional direction Veblen Th. noted: “The economy is constantly developing and
evolving. Economic changes are influenced by institutions that are also constantly changing. But institutional
changes often lag behind, and institutions hamper the development. Thus it can be concluded that not the market
mechanism changes itself, but institutions, institutional environment, customs and laws”.
In her study in 2006, the author stated: “The quality management institution is an institutional environment
that was needed and is being developed by the enterprises themselves for the best implementation and
development of their potential” (Schmeleva 2006). At that time, Russian managers began to understand the
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need to establish professional management standards, but the main information platforms for developing such
standards were actively created professional associations, educational institutions in the sphere of management,
business clubs, and collegiums. The work of some professional associations in the field of management has been
still continuing to this day, for example, the business association “Association of Russian Managers” founded in
1999. As it follows from the information provided on their website, “The association of managers is the leading
business association in Russia, focused on professional development and the formation of a highly qualified
community of managers, the transition to socially responsible business standards and integration into the global
economy” (Amr.ru 2018). Another example is the Russian Association of Business Education, which main task is
to identify business education as a special segment of education for the market economy of Russia and to unite
the leaders of business education around itself (Rabe.ru 2018).
The authors of this report define the term “quality management institute” as a system of subject-object
relations aimed at maximum satisfaction of the society needs, taking into account the requirements of moral,
social and economic norms.
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CEO-LEADERS AND CEO-MANAGERS
FACE TO THE FIRM’S EVOLUTION
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Abstract: A leader must be confident and obedient to others. This situation, in order to see in the future and to
provide for possible gaps or failures in the business functioning. We chose the most important actor of economic
action: the CEO, manager or leader. He is the propeller for the entire activity and factor for decision-making.
The methodology consists in using positivism, empiric research, inductive approach. We tried to highlight the
importance of the co-relation between the needs of a company, firm, organization and the managerial/leading
style and skills of the CEO. Also, mainly in the corporate sector and regarding the financial performances of the
firm, the CEO-leader is more efficient than the CEO-manager. This fact, because the first one is mainly focused
on the global image, on the growth of the company, on implementation and improvement of the strategies. On the
other hand, the disruptions appeared on short time, or even suddenly, are better handled by the CEO-managers.
Keywords: leadership, management, CEO, strategy, profitability, sustainability.
JEL Codes: D81, L21, L26.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP
As a synthesis of the enourmous amount in the field, I can affirm that the managers are focused on the
practical aspects of management, whilst leaders have a motivational role. CEOs leaders decide what must
happen and the vectors of evolution. On the other hand, CEOs managers ensure the practical methods, tactics in
the firm/organization movement.
But an aspect which cleraly results from all studies is that leaders are managers and managers need to be
leaders (Hand, 2017).
The link between the crises in firms/corporations/organizations and the possibilities of avoiding or reducing
their impact demonstrates that it is reasonable to argue for more effective leadership at all organization levels.
The notion of leadership is polysemic, due, on the one hand, to its intrinsic complexity and, on the other
hand, to the fact that it was the object of research and investigation for various sciences. Leadership is a complex
concept and it is defined as a complex intended to influence people, in order to achieve certain goals (Boldureanu,
2010).
The leadership is defined as a group process in which one person convinces the others, with the help of
influence, to voluntarily engage in the accomplishment of the tasks or goals of the group within a certain period of
time and in a particular organizational context (Cole, G. A., 2000).
The success of leadership is due to peculiar personality traits, specific to the leader. The leader appears to
be a person with a feature or set of personal traits that ensures the authority and success in his work (Zlate, 2008).
Daniel Goleman, a well-known author and analyst of the human emotions and managers/leaders skills,
very suggestive said in his books dedicated to the emotional intelligence in Leadership: knowing to manage does
not mean knowing to dominate, but knowing to convince people to work for a common goal. This means that
managers are focused on their jobs, on work, on protocols, while leaders are focused on working with people, on
transformations and training the staff towards the common goal (Goleman, 2016, 2018).
A participatory leader will include other people in the decision-making process, regardless of whether they
are subordinates or equal persons. However, the level of participation also depends on the type of decision taken,
for example a decision on the implementation of objectives has a high chance of having a substantial share of
participation, while a decision related to the employee performance assessment is more likely to be made by the
manager.
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As methodology used in this paper, it has to be mentioned the positive approach, empirism and deductive
method, the latter implying the idea that this tool means an approach developing assertions from general aspects
to specific, towards the end of the research process as a result of observations.
THE IMPORTANCE OF LEADERSHIP SKILLS AND THE ROLE THEREOF
The leadership is crucial in implementing successful decisions.
The society seeks a leader to define its purpose and move it forward by selecting and developing people
who can successfully invent, make, sell and provide services to differentiate their business from the competition
and solve many of the problems they face (Neculau, 2004).
The leadership and its abilities play an important role in an organization. It represents the process by which
employees are influenced to achieve their goals as efficiently as possible on the one hand and, on the other hand,
it provides the organization with those directions that need to be followed to gain added value.
The leadership can also be represented by performance standards. These are the elements that appreciate
the results and determine in what consists the work of a person and how well this work is performed (Lache &
Lache, 2010).
The bigger the changes, the more the leadership style needs to be better organized. Leadership involves a
tremendous responsibility - to make sure that you are heading in the right direction, that the decisions you make
are based upon knowledge. Whatever you do, make sure you act as a leader.
In Figure 1 the leadership is also one of the four functions that constitute the management process. With
rapid technological change, the intense global competition and the diverse workforce of a new job, the leadership
is the key to the management.
The role of the leader has become increasingly complex over time and today it is the “multicolored”
center of pressure and expectation. This is normal, as he must have the science and competence to create the
circumstances in which the most capable people can promote their skills and be able to co-ordinate their efforts,
remaining committed to the organizational purposes and enhancing their efforts so that none of them alone
cannot overcome them (Bennis, Nanus, 2000). A leader plays an important role in assessing the performance of
employees, as he is the one who interacts with his subordinates and is able to be present in their various actions
and observe their behavior directly. The appraisal of the employee performance is the method of achieving the
employee performance balance to see if they have fulfilled their tasks in line with the job requirements to achieve
their goals over a period of time (Lache & Lache, 2010).
In the theory of Maier N.R.F. there are three classic styles of leadership, namely: authoritarian, democratic
and “laissez-faire”. These three styles are represented by the corners of an equilateral triangle. in the middle of
every corner of the triangle, he attached three other intermediate leadership styles, namely: paternalist between
authoritarian and “laissez-faire”, mostly between authoritarian and democratic and free with discussions between
democratic and “laissez-faire”.
authoritar

paternalist

majority

democrat

laissez-faire
free with
discussions

Figure 1: Leadership styles according to Maier’s theory
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Source: Maier N.R.F., (1957) “Principes des relations humaines. Applications pratiques dans l’enterprise”, Les
È̀ditions d’Organisations, Paris, pg.203
The authoritarian style is characterized by the fact that the authority takes decisions, but it somewhat
depends upon the standpoint of individuals. The democratic style is based upon the participation of the group
members and the dominance of the minority by the majority. The third style involves a discussion, but not an
organized action. There is also the possibility for a leader to fall in the middle of the triangle, that is, to encompass
all the characteristics of the listed leadership styles.
An example is when, in certain situations, the leaders make decisions and there are other situations when
the others are allowed to act based on their own decisions. Maier believes that if the leadership style of the staff
is defined by the degree of freedom granted, then we can fit the three leadership styles according to the degree
of freedom granted and the way in which freedom is limited.
Thus, the research into the effects of a particular leader’s behavior has become stronger, becoming a highly
discussed topic and of great value among scientists (Zlate, 2008).
Crisis Leadership means the capability of those persons to lead under pressure and under challenges, both
of internal and external causes. in practice, it was observed that in many case, not only from the part of managers
or leaders, but also from the staff part, crisis may lead to more damages than the crisis event itself. Better is to
learn and prevent repeat occurrences.
On the other plan, it is very important in every step, to exist, from the leadership or managerial level a control
of the activities and a wide vision over the market interaction. Statistics indicate that the SMEs with a plan are
more profitable than those without a plan.
Furthermore, gaining sound finance means the business to be trustworthy and the lenders to be conviced
about the solvability and the possibility of progress of the entity. It is recommended that it is very good for the
business, to improve it, a marketing plan, in strict relation with the market and competition.
Also, an insurance coverage for the business is necessary for unexpected events, against several
risks, in fact a protection for small businesses, even you are starting up a business, or established one (www.
blognationwide.com, 2017).
Gaining efficiency is considered the final stage in which, all resources, especially the employees, constitue
a unity, they are on „the same page” and ensure the well-functioning and wellbeing of the firm/business.
In fact, in the specific literature, it’s about the Sense-making, a cognitive approach, term defined as the
ability to attempt to make sense of an ambiguous or uncertain situation. That is, the process of creating situational
awareness and understanding in conditions of high complexity or uncertainty to make decisions. It is the role of
leaders to make sense of the critical situations and to develop resolution ideas to any kind of crisis.
We’ve already spoken about the decision-making in ambiguity and uncertainty conditions. The importance is
the vision of the CEOs-leaders and managers to foresee the possible disruptions and difficulties in the functioning
of the firm/corporation/organization, due to the fact that both ambiguity and uncertainty are likely to emerge over
time in a crisis moment (Mumford et al., 2007).
PREPARING THE LEADER FOR DEVELOPMENT AND CRISES/DISRUPTIONS
Leadership is viewed by some as a panacea of all the problems of an organization, as an absolutely
necessary ingredient of the recipe of its success. John Adair states that the leadership skills can be developed
through the regular implementation of practical actions associated with a certain skill. This has led to a training
system that helps managers develop and improve their leadership skills.
Adair’s approach is often utilized to highlight the close relationship between leadership and management at
the same time. This is why Adair states that leaders need:
m awareness of what is happening within the group, the group process or behavior;
m understanding, which means knowing that there is a need for a certain function and the ability to achieve
it effectively, as the success is being judged based on the group’s response (Adair, 1983).
The leadership is struggling with change. One of the reasons why it has become so important in recent years
is that the business world has become more and more competitive and volatile.
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We consider that it is critical for a leader to be more aware of the physical, psychological and metal conditions
of the staff/team, in endogenous conditions. On the other hand, the leader must be also aware of the state of the
environment, either in a dysfunctional state, or beginning to be stabilized. It is considered that the world of today is
routinely in crisis mode and each leader must have the skills and knowledge (even from books or someone else’s
experience) to deal with the crisis situation and to overcome it.
We speak about sudden threats, which require prompt reactions and answers from the leaders or managers,
in order to change the normal practice and to adjust the misleading (Hunt et al., 2009). Crises are points of
inflection or movement away of the activity from the stability and equilibrium. At, the same, there are required,
from CEOs-both managers or leaders measures to change the operations and communication with suppliers,
consumers, or who are involved in the situation (Liechtenstein, Plowman, 2009; Williams et al., 2012).
Preparing the leaders/managers for all situations involves also those persons in charge to be aware that the
decision-making in these situations of crises is taken in the conditions of risk, uncertainty and ambiguity (Trifu,
2008; Weick, 1995) and the work in those moments has to be in teams.
A specific situation is represented by the people who don’t agree the boss, a leader. They want to be selfemployed, to be their own masters. We think that the sense is they don’t like to be bossed by people less qualified,
less educated, less experienced who obviously have little to no leadership skills (Kline, 2018). People is working
in a network and even to corporations, especially in consulting and training companies, providing IT services or
other kind of services for the economy and society.
The ability to lead under stress or pressure is considered a frame of mind accompanied by a set of behaviors.
This frame is characterized by the mind openness to new experiences, ideas, or facts, learning to take risks and
the assumption that all things are possible and the positive thinking that the firm/corporation/organization can
emerge better off after the crisis than before (James, Wooten, 2010).
CONCLUSIONS
The leadership in particular focuses upon the human dimension of management in the process of
involvement or leadership of the group of people. Without team spirit the leadership does not exist. And that’s why
I have chosen, as priority in this analysis, the problem of leadership, of CEOs-leaders.
We can state that there is no universally effective leadership style because the organizational situations and
contexts are different. Leadership style is a key variable in developing an effective leadership strategy.
The more positive the effects of a practiced leadership style are greater and more numerous, the more
adaptable and more appropriate to group conditions, but also to the social and historical conditions and the style
being proven to be better and more efficient.
The nature of the organization is another factor influencing the effectiveness of the leadership style. The
organization’s policies and norms can limit the range of the leadership styles.
The studies and practice regarding operative crisis management, taking into account the existence of no
differentiations between crisis manager or crisis leader, shared the idea that this aspect does not include only
the simple co-ordination and responses to immediate consequences of disruptions at their acute moments. It is a
more sensitive and complex process.
This approach, taking on the key ideas of the previous approaches, attempts to demonstrate how the
characteristics of the leader and his behavior are enhanced by situational factors, resulting in a certain level of
performance that faithfully reflects the quality of the merger.
In order to improve the company’s organizational leadership, it is advisable to: get a balance between
the orientation towards results and the orientation towards the means used to obtain them; the establishment
of a human resources department to engage in individual discussions with employees to identify the factors of
dissatisfaction and to apply corrective measures for the reported problems.
Also, the leader should provide feedback immediately after the employee action for a clearer understanding
thereof and to avoid repeating certain mistakes and encouraging various actions.
The leaders must know exactly what the organization want, what are its needs and, hence, what skills
and abilities CEOs-leaders and CEOs-managers should have to combine the interests of the parts, of the entity
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(corporation, firm, organization) with those of the environment.
On the other hand, regarding the sense-making, the study of the consensus is very important in management
and within a team for the understanding this term and the organizational response to change and challenges.
It is important for the company that every customer is satisfied and that is why a wide range of services is
made available to them, as well as the receptiveness for any suggestion or improvement of the current offer, so
that they can find the best solutions to the services of their own choice, this aspect being decisive for avoiding
possible crisis or failures.
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Abstract: The goal of this article is to discover the new tools of disruptive marketing, especially in branding. With
disruptive marketing we can solve the problems of disruptive environment – this is assumption what we had when
we started to do special marketing research for this topic. But what is the disruptive marketing and how it can be
harmonized with some new type of branding? It seems that disruptive marketing puts the imagination of Customer
in all departments and units of corporation. The voice of customer must be heard well everywhere in company.
As a Methodology of research we choose quantitative and qualitative researches. The study was conducted
in two steps. We just used convenience sample in telephone interview CATI. Stage one involved pilot study of
satisfaction of consumers about functional level of the brand. Stage two was to invite some all 7th interviewed
person to marketing research laboratory at Caucasus International University for qualitative marketing research.
in second stage the history of new product development was analyzed too.The main finding of the research was
the evidence that if the feelings of prestige were considered as an achievable barrier than successful Disruptive
Branding could be made. Accordingly the article suggests three new tools of marketing: Points of Prestige (POPR)
in branding, special matrix of POPR and Pyramid of Disruptive Branding (PDB). This is contribution of author to
the literature of the field.
Keywords: Disruptive marketing, branding, differentiation, disruptive branding, Points of Prestige
WHY DISRUPTIVE MARKETING?
Disruptive marketing creates new markets. But how it works? “Disruptive marketing strategy is a process
by which valuable marketing activities take root initially in applications within a department or function in an
organization and then relentlessly move across a company’s internal departments/functions, eventually
connecting with external companies to ensure that market-based value creation is delivered to the company’s
primary stakeholders” (Tomas, et al, 2017) Through new idea old ideas and markets became obsolete. New
ideas make new markets alive and that’s all. The disruptive marketing in 21st century will be very fast challenging
and changing process what can terminate companies, universities, schools, theaters, cities, towns and countries
having still marketing myopia.
There are many disruptive ideas overshadowed their competitors. Disruptive marketing comes from
disruptive thinking. The famous techno - revolutionaries they were guys of such a great disruptive temper. Just
example:
Gutenberg invented first movable printing press what encouraged the process of Renesaince , reformation,
the age of enlightens, scientific revolution, and knowledge based economy and spread of learning into the
general public. The invention of Gutenberg cut down old market of hand writing of books, because it was
best vehicle of mass communication.
Why disruptive idea succeeds? Why Gutenberg succeeded? We use here the marketing concept of the
levels of product. As we know all products and services can be divided into levels. The first level of any product
is core, functional level of product. The next levels are actual and an augmented. Disruptive marketing means
that functionality of the product is changing from less beneficial to more for the same consumers. Let us take a
book and follow the path of its development during the centuries. in the development of book we see stages of
innovation – what looks like a disruptive marketing if this happened in our time.
If we study old 14th century book, rewritten by some devoted cleric, we see the problem of sustainability of
script, color, some complications to reed. That’s why the cardinal, who became Pope of Rome, had seen the first
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printed books wrote: “The script was very neat and legible, not at all difficult to follow—your grace would be able
to read it without effort, and indeed without glasses” (Sanneh, et al, 2016).
As we know before Gutenberg and some other authors of printing press, the process of rewriting the book
was very complicated and it was managed by very professional monks, united into special department of this great
duty, called as – Scriptorium. Different tasks, passion to punctuality and beauty of script was the main attribute of
different scriptoriums. For example in Georgia, country of one of the oldest scripts among all alphabets, several
schools of scriptorium were working, day and night, without rest. The famous scriptorium had been worked at
Sapara monastery, establishing the “Gold Gospel”, the art of hand writing business being result of several years’
work of five monks. These monks have been ordered by patrons of Sapara monastery, princes of Atabak Jakeli
family because book was the factor of prestige in that period (Peacock, 2012).
With the appearance of new movable press, all things changed and book production turned into mass
business. But it happened not immediately. The surprising thing was that first customers of Gutenberg were not
mass audience but Kings, Queens, Cardinals and Bishops. The first printed books were magnificent, opulent,
attractive and awesome. They looked like an art. This was into Latin. When bible was translated into many
languages it encouraged revolution and fast development of a man. Today we can say that great inventor
Gutenberg, with some his colleagues, especially with Laurens Janszoon Coster, opened new way of mass
communications with more practical and attractive, more valuable – functional product.
Even if we see the history of book we can find the disruptive innovation and even disruptive marketing on all
stages of its development. As history shows the disruptive marketing successfully goes through two ways:
- The functional level of new product is more beneficial for customers
- The actual level of the product together with other levels seems to be prestigious for final customers.
Because libraries were signs of political prestige we must see how prestigious first printed books became.
The Prestige makes some advantages in Branding. Now we must clarify what prestige means for marketing?
Table 1: in different dictionaries definition of prestige and its meaning for common marketing
Definition of prestige
-

-

-

-

-

Reputation or influence arising
from success, achievement, rank,
or other favorable attributes.
distinction or reputation attaching
to a person or thing and thus
possessing a cachet for others or
for the public:
respect and admiration given to
someone or something, usually
because of a reputation for
high quality, success, or social
influence:
standing or estimation in the eyes
of people : weight or credit in
general opinion
commanding position in people’s
minds

Source

http://www.dictionary.com

Cambridge dictionary

What does it mean for marketing?

-

beneficial differentiation
great positioning

-

ideal positioning/ desired
positioning
reputation what arise
after growing image

-

Merriam-Webster

-

credibility from
consumers
great attitude
market leadership
marketing leadership

From these great dictionaries we know more about links between marketing and this nice word what is less
used in marketing literature. Now we can use Prestige as phenomena in brand management, distinguishing some
special Points of Prestige (POPR).
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Graphic 1: disruptive innovation from clay tablets to online media
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
As a Methodology of research we choose quantitative and qualitative researches. Historical research and
observation with the study was conducted in two steps. We just used convenience sample in telephone interview
CATI.
Six trained interviewers were calling to the panel members of marketing laboratory and having permission
from them, been asking questions about their consumer choice and something having disruptive effect in their
consumer experience.
Stage one involved pilot study of satisfaction of consumers about functional level of the brand. Stage two was
to invite some all 7th interviewed person to marketing research laboratory at Caucasus International University
for qualitative marketing research. in second stage the history of new product development was analyzed too.
THE RESEARCH
We used convenience sampling method and our well trained interviewers through the telephone interview
CATI called 360 respondents. Stage one also involved pilot study of satisfaction of consumers about functional
level of the brand. in the process of primary research the open end questions were about:
1. How you feel yourself when you overwhelmed by offering?
Answering this question, we have not limited our respondents with some multiple choices. We gave them
ability to use their words. When answers were analyzed we found that:
a) 65% buyers are happy when feel that they are more important, prestigious
b) 10% of buyers feel surprised,
c) 11% of buyers have no idea what they feel
d) The rest of buyers feel themselves very differently.
2. What makes you to say wow? We have not limited our respondents with our multiple choices and gave
them ability to use their words answering this second question. When answers were analyzed we found that:
a) 88% say wow if they win something what is limited in numbers and seems very prestigious and socially
valuable.
b) The rest speaks about many different motives what remain unclear.
3. What kind of bundle services makes you to use them? Answering this question respondents are divided
into two groups:
a) 43% wants more hedonistic bundle services,
b) 19% wants some needed things,
c) 24% says that they need something what is very funny,
d) the rest wants more simple things but with prestigious shapes and logos.
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4. What makes you to be loyal? Answering this question, 23% wants traditionally great brands and reliable
offerings but if things are reliable among all competitors they want just entertainment, games, great relations, 29%
wants great motives, 24% wants to be nearby to winners. Another 24% wants to be appreciated.
5. If function is eating fast, what ingredients can make you happier?
Answering this question 78% wants fresh organic ingredients from well known, prestigious place. The rest,
22% has no awareness about ingredients.
6. How often company must renovate offering?
Answering this question, almost all respondents, want to see renovate offerings daily.
7. Is there any place you want to see the company and its first filial?
Answering this question, everybody wants some great places. Some socially meaningful field people demand.
The 67% wants prestigious place to eat. 33% says that they want to eat in nice and beautiful historical places.
DEMOGRAPHICAL SEGMENTATION OF RESPONDENTS AND THEIR ANSWERS
The next stage of study we continued with qualitative marketing research and invited some respondents
to focus group sessions, organized at Caucasus International University. The respondents had facilitator who
encouraged them to speak about what made them to say wow and what inspired them to be loyal to the brand.
The goal was to encourage respondents fully represent their dreams.
m 55% of 14 to 28 years old respondents, wanted to have direct access to Georgian Rugby Players through
some marketing programs, if they were loyal consumers of some brand.
m The rest 45% appreciated social marketing initiatives from the side of company – for example the cleaning
actions in the gardens and streets, demonstrations for fresh air, support of students by scholarships, social
actions like free dancing schools in the public gardens and etcetera.
m From respondents older than 28 years, 34% of respondents wanted their brand to be sponsor of some
sport games – especially Rugby what is now very popular in Georgia.
THE ASSUMPTIONS AND STARTING OF EXPERIMENT
Based on this knowledge we thought to create new disruptive brand in fast food industry. Points of parities
(POP) of this new product we call “Mziani” – must be very fresh, organic food, established by fast food company
through some digital/mobile orders from different consumers in different time.
The Points of Differences (POD) can be fresh things, confirmed by block chain technologies, supplied by
farms and physically distributed by special ecological containers with special cameras to maintain vitamins and
flavor. Pre-ordering from cars, houses, schools and universities can be also POD advantage.
Having considered the marketing research done by us we invented new brand building tool (POPR),
meaning the points of prestige. If POP is mandatory similarity and POD is some uniqueness of the product, Point
of Prestige (POPR) can be some advantage making customers to be proud, obtaining the brand. in marketing
research made by us we asked people about what they wanted, what they needed, desired, dreamed and
intended to have. So we identified Point of Prestige (POPR). From the answers of our sample members, what
was selected using convenience sampling method, we tried to develop the Matrix of the Points of Prestige POPR
for the experimental fast food “Mziani”.
Table 2: The Matrix of POPR or how to develop Brand through POP, POD and POPR (source: author)
From similarities to Differences
POP

3 levels of the
product/Brand

POD

POPR
Primary associations to Rugby
Players and secondary associations
– to be invited by hero!

Augmented level

Information
well spread

Growing
awareness and
positive image

Actual level

Actual level
of 4 P-s

Pretty + 7 P-s

Narrower segments

Functional level

Fast food

Fresh Ingredients

For example: Famous Rugby Diet
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This matrix can be very hands on for businessman, building unique and premium class brand, especially
for premium class customers for whom Points of Parities and Points of Differences are not enough and who
desire some Points of Prestige for them and for their social group.
The Prestigious branding can be defined as a value adding marketing activity instantly directed
to the Admirable Reputation or influence arising from success, achievement, rank, or other favorable
attributes, put into brand making beneficial distinction, attaching personality of a brand to customer as
a prestige building social phenomenon (source: author).
THE PYRAMID OF DISRUPTIVE BRANDING (PDB)
Making marketing research and gathering interesting data and having great findings that prestige must
play more relevant role in the branding, the special new tool – The Pyramid of Disruptive Branding (PDB) was
established. The branding cases show that not all branding goes in the same rout. The Pyramid of Disruptive
branding is characterized by strong connections between some Points of Parities of the brand, to more satisfied
consumers and points of differences, with affordability easiness and communications, with perspectives of the
brand, and prestigious character. These finally can change the rules of industry. This change must go under the
leadership of the brand. The voice of customer must be heard well everywhere in company. This type of challenge
to turn company from a firm having marketing concept to Marketing Corporation (Lafferty and Hult 2001) is the
mission of disruptive marketing. Where marketing permits the entire corporation (Hult, 2011a) is the dream of
marketers and not the accountants for example. People from the point they become people, try to obtain prestige
in society.

Figure 1: The Pyramid of Disruptive Branding (PDB) (source: author)
The disruptive branding Pyramid parts are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

POP: Points of parties 		
More satisfied consumer		
POD: Points of differences		
Affordability of this product/Service
Easiness in utilization		

6. Communicative character
7. with some perspective in future
8. Prestigious feelings must be developed in customers
9. Changing the rules of industry through marketing
leadership - the pike of pyramid.
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THE CASES OF BRAND “MZIANI”AND THE BRAND CAFÉ ANTI-SHPOTI
The matrix POPR and the Pyramid of Disruptive Branding were used in these real cases. These very
interesting tools were probed by cases of real companies either of fast-food “Mziani” or Branded Café “ANTI
SHPOTI”. Both these companies are in Georgia. The fast-food “Mziani” has POP and POD, it is more in the
beginning stage as a brand and we will continue to observe its development. But to show the strategic brand
management of another brand in Georgia with intriguing name “ANTI SHPOTI” what can be translated as Anti
– Stress, being set up one year ago in the center of Tbilisi and soon received prestigious character among
Georgian youth we made historical analyzes of the brand and some periodical observation with short interviews
to attendants. The ANTI-SHPOTI café has many loyal customers, because it is good place of meeting (POP),
it offers some active sport games in the hall of this café and also provides listeners who play the games with
musical performance (POD). Many “cool” personalities visit this place and it seems that the café is really with
some prestige. The café has Facebook page where they paint commixes of the events and positively interact with
their society, what they called their tribe. Finally the café ANTI SHPOTI really changes the rules of industry and
makes a lot of innovations attracting new customers from 20 to 30 years old young people. in perspective this
café can offer more disruptive things to the industry and as more disruptive it can be as more customers will have
great passion to go there. But not everybody can get the ticket to “tribe”. To get access to ANTI-SHPOTI person
must be recommended by members who are organizers of anti-stress campaigns inside this interesting place.
CONCLUSIONS
If products and services must be turned into disruptive brands, we offer special Pyramid of Disruptive
Branding. Innovation is built by passion to change and make differences. The Rogers, five factors, what
characterizes innovation, relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trial ability, the ability to observe (Rogers,
1983), we changed into Pyramid of Disruptive Branding (PDB). To make disruptive ideas and innovations to turn
into products and services, we offer our pyramid in use. As a new Georgian brands already use the Pyramid of
Disruptive Branding they became more interesting for their customers. The above mentioned Matrix of POPR
makes easy to plan the future of the brand, already having some parities and differences but does not have some
clear images, reputations or feelings. The feeling of prestige makes easy the process of brand adoption. The
initiation of this great feeling can be well managed by the matrix of POPR and the Pyramid of Disruptive Branding
in the concept of prestigious branding specially developed in this article.
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Abstract: Digital economy vast streams of data have created a new paradigm for the business intelligence
processes, increasing the potential of advanced analytics and cognitive data tools. Big data structures are used
in business intelligence to work with massive amount of dataset to extract value for effective business decision.
The current research seeks to address the following question: how can leaders integrate new technology in
their decision process to achieve business goals? Emerging technologies directly created organizational power
shift and internal bureaucracy adjustments as a result of data transparency trend and decision-making levels
changes. A new type of organizational culture and the leadership role in the organizational development becomes
necessary. The significant impact over the organizational systems and business goals requires a strategic
approach in implementing data driven decision-making processes.
Keywords: Big Data, Advanced analytics, Machine learning, Artificial intelligence, Organization culture, Data
management, Technology, Digital Economy, Business Intelligence, Agile, Continuous Development
JEL Codes: O33 Technological Change: Choices and Consequences • Diffusion Processes
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, organizations have built extended sets of customers data, businesses, markets and
environments, creating a disruptive data management context. Ongoing digitization has created vast streams of
data, forcing businesses to become more data-driven than ever before. Digital economy transformed large data
sets (Big Data) in a business asset that generates the need for a strategic approach. Big data can create strategic
business value and potential to differentiate from competition. Organizations that understand their data assets,
and how they can best be deployed to business advantage, can build a strong position in the marketplace [1].
The new technology has provided unprecedented opportunities for organizations to redesign decision
process. Information technology revolution has changed radically the way we access and process information,
knowledge becoming the most important resource for the development [2].
Accenture1 and Gartner Research2 had identified technology as a strategic priority, getting the right
information to the right person, at the right time having a critical impact over the organizational results. A recent
annual survey3 on top 1000 Fortune companies on how executives in large organizations view data, shows that
main risk is disruption from new entrants. Executives (84.1%) are actively investing in Big Data and AI initiatives
to enable better decisions using advanced analytics, (73.2%) are reporting measurable results from their Big Data
investments. In the same time an issue is the slow speed with which organizations make the shift to a data-driven
culture, 99% consider their firms are targeting it, but only about one-third have succeeded at this objective. In the
same time many startups have succeeded to create data-driven cultures from start, which is a key reason why
large, established firms fear disruption from them.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Data-driven decisions tend to be better decisions, in every industry companies that figure out how to
combine sector expertise with data science to create significant competitive advantage. There are five areas
particularly important to manage change effectively a in data driven business environment: (1) leadership vision,
1 “High Performers in IT: Defined by Digital and Driving Growth,” 2013, www.accenture.com
2 “Gartner Identifies the Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2015,” press release, October 8, 2014, www.gartner.com
3 “How Big Data and AI are Driving Business Innovation in 2018,” 2018, NewVantage Partners, www.newvantage.com
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(2) talent management hard to find, (3) technology correlated with big data strategy, (4) decision making processes
maximizing cross-functional cooperation, and (5) a company culture that creates the environment to move away
from acting on hunches and instinct [3].
Improving decision making performance is the main influence factor for organizations to signiﬁcantly invest
in technologies. Over the last decade, the costs and time of data analysis projects have dropped dramatically [1],
while expanding power of prediction. In the same time in many companies’ studies shown that they could not take
full advantage of using these tools [4].
The traditional scientific research has limited business scholars from working on emerging problems with big
data, mostly because the traditional method has mainly focused on modeling and analysis/explanation than on the
real/practical problem and the data, and the complexity of the advanced analytics methods [5].
Advanced Analytics
The advanced analytics techniques for big data processing are used in business intelligence to work with
massive number of datasets to extract value for effective business decision, where traditional tools are not able to
address the issues of scalability, adaptability, and usability [6]. Based on large data sets, data analytics integrates
processes and tools, including predictive analytics, statistics, data mining, artiﬁcial intelligence, and natural
language processing, building invaluable insights to improve ﬁrm decision making [4].
Large data sets can create strategic business value and potential to differentiate from competition.
Organizations that understands its data assets, and how they can best be deployed to business advantage, can
build a strong position in the marketplace. Incorporating data driven decision-making processes into the strategic
vision and building capabilities, are driving organizations to redesign existing business operations [7].
Gartner4 annual report for advanced analytic solutions in the last 4 years had changed the name from “MQ
for Advanced Analytics Platforms” 2014-2016, “MQ for Data Science Platforms” 2017, to “Magic Quadrant for Data
Science and Machine-Learning Platforms” 2018. This report branding reflects the rapid changes in the industry
(Table 1).
Machine Learning
Historically economists have used statistics to test hypotheses, now machine learning, as a subfield of
artificial intelligence, has the power to find relationships that have not been identified by theory. Machine learning
is based on algorithms that can learn from data without relying on rules-based programming. Machines can learn
from the data through: (1) supervised learning machine which learns to use the input data to predict the desired
output value, (2) unsupervised learning in which the input data are not labeled, the most common method of
unsupervised learning being finding patterns in the data, to cluster data, (3) reinforcement learning in which the
algorithm makes a decisions and is “rewarded” for taking good actions, for example playing games such as Go
and Poker [8].
Current projects to apply machine learning are stopped by the lack of transparency, in interpreting machine
learning models, but it seems also for humans is hard explaining their behavior and decisions compared with the
most opaque machine. For example, a deep neural network probability to indicate that an individual will default
on a loan is 95% — but at the cost of ability to explain [9]. Machine learning implementation success is related
with building holistic systems to manage ethical aspects of the decision process and thinking critically about risks
accepted.
Data science platforms5 which allow data scientists to build and deploy algorithms are starting to grow
and develop fast. We have considered five examples of Machine Learning platforms for building and deploying
predictive analytics into live environments in table 2.
Artificial Intelligence
4 Gartner, Inc. https://www.gartner.com/doc/3860063/magic-quadrant-data-science-machinelearning
5 Gartner, definition for data science and machine-learning platform: “A cohesive software application that offers a mixture of basic building
blocks essential both for creating many kinds of data science solution and incorporating such solutions into business processes, surrounding
infrastructure and products.”
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a concept can be defined broadly as intelligent systems with the ability to think
and learn [10]. Executives from America’s largest corporations ranked AI and machine learning as the most
disruptive forces in the business landscape of the near future6. We already have multiple solutions based on
AI present, transforming the ways businesses operate, from systems, chatbots to self-driving cars. AI evolution
is reflected in the recent years in the IBM’s Watson’s example defeating of Jeopardy’s top human contenders
and Google DeepMind’s AlphaGo, which trounced one of the world’s best at the board game Go. Exerting a
greater computational information capacity, still humans have a more holistic, intuitive approach in dealing with
uncertainty in organizational decision making, performing better at big-picture thinking. The rise of AI calls for
a new human-machine symbiosis, which presents a shifting division of work between machines and humans.
Humans will likely outperform AI in evaluating subjective, qualitative matters (e.g., norms, political interests, social
factors, contextual factors) [11] .
Estimates are for AI to increase the effectiveness of the decisions’ employees are making, lowering the
control and centralize levels for decisions making and bringing about quicker and better distributed decisions,
making companies more agile and responsive to market changes and opportunities [1]. Due to their intuitive
capabilities, humans continue to perform better at big-picture thinking, having broader strategic questions require
a holistic approach [11]
Artificial intelligence is prone to biases and must be understood and managed [12]. Limitations of artificial
intelligence algorithms are related mainly to the need to have enough historical data for the analysis to identify
reliably the prediction factors, data availability, and the lack of transparency [8]. In the same time research findings
on the managers’ decisions are still inconsistent, in terms of using a rational approach in decision-making process,
and intuition, to cope with emotional influence at some stages in this process [13].
DATA DRIVEN DECISION-MAKING LEADERSHIP IMPACT
AI implementation raises questions on the relationships between technologies and the dimensions of
organizational decision making. It is argued that the implementation of AI systems will lead to different complexity
decision processes [14]. AI can be an opportunity for the leaders who are trying to become more agile and foster
creative approaches to transformation [22]. In the same time the full potential of data and analytics generates the
premises for leadership transformation.
Advanced prediction tools
In the decision they make, executives need forecast to handle the increasing complexity created by different
influence factors (seasonality, sudden changes in demand levels, price-cutting maneuvers of the competition,
strikes, and large swings of the economy). The selection of forecasting methods depends on the context of the
forecast, the relevance and availability of historical data, the degree of accuracy desirable, the time available, the
cost/ benefit relevance for the organization, and the time available [15]. Using Figure 1.a we are looking at the
correlation of the decision accuracy with cost of decision (adapting the J. Chambers [15] model, figure 1.b). Lower
decision accuracy is correlated with higher cost, determined by the cost of inaccurate decision. Rapid decreasing
prices for advanced analytics and AI by recent evolution of data science platforms have the potential to shift fast
the cost of accurate decisions curve. Organizations have the opportunity (or hard market pressure) to focus on
optimizing decision-making as cost of prediction and decision accuracy will continue to decline.
Data driven decision-making adoption
The speed of data driven decision-making adoption is linked to the executive’s behavior [16], potentially
motivated by owners to accelerate profitable growth, and fast-growing startups competition. One of main steps
for implementing advanced analytics is data driven culture, as a key factor for transforming data resource into
a powerful competitive differentiator [17]. Using big data and analytics to make better decisions requires new
skills and business understanding from a large area of employees. Some organizations are starting to use agile
6 New Vantage Partners. (2017). Big data executive survey 2017. Available at http://newvantage.com/wp-content/ uploads/2017/01/Big-DataExecutive-Survey-2017- Executive-Summary.pdf
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strategies principles to run their data programs [18].
Limitations to machine learning must be constantly addressed to define control systems to monitor quality
and ethics of decisions. Some industries have strong entry barriers due to the lack of transparency in AI models,
so AI is a potentially large obstacle.
Looking ahead, occupations in manufacturing, professional and business services, food service, and retail
trade will have the highest potential for advanced automation. Based on estimates on automation potential: 60%
of occupations have at least 30% of tasks that can be automated, generating considerable risk of unemployment
[19].
Data and analytics could generate productivity gains and an improved quality of life, but they carry the risk
of mass unemployment, lack of transparency in models used for decisions, and ethics issues, that will need to be
addressed by organizations leaders.
Organizational power shift
New technologies create access for managers and employees to accurate and extended data, predictions
and expertise, changing the decision-making paradigms and traditional power distribution [1]. Access to information
had become a source of power for decision making participants, increasing opportunity for strategic decisions
to new segments [14]. Traditional decision processes in organizations are based on different levels of internal
bureaucracy with time-consuming pre-authorization from senior managers before acting on the decision. To use
the potential of data driven decision-making, current structures need to be redesigned, empowering employees
[1]. The case of DBS Bank Singapore is a leadership strategy example on empowering employees, by breaking
down traditional bank hierarchies and silos. The bank linked the customer and employee experiences, using data
about customer interactions with the bank to redesign internal workflows, using hackathons, employee learning
and workspace to adapt internal culture. DBS went to be considered the best digital bank of 2016, cutting more
than 250 million customer waiting hours in the first year [20].
In this age of disruptive technologies and rapid change, we need to rethink the definition of effective
leadership. Leadership may encounter radical changes in leaders hard skills replaced by smart machines, and in
the same time leaders soft skills will become more important, capability to adapt to the rising challenges, building
a strong vision, and constantly engaged with the changing world around them will be decisive [21]. Advanced
analytics and AI will change the dynamics of political factors that are influencing decision processes.
Regulation framework
Every industry needs a new approach to regulate the risk level in adopting machine learning models, by
setting policies for desired outcomes, monitoring results to track discrepancies, and updating models or data
collection procedures to improve future results. Managing the integration of cognitive systems in organization
decision-making process is critical for long term success.
Considering the limitation in explaining many machine learning models, the skill executive leaders need to
develop is making judgment calls on how much risk and error a business accepts [9]. In this context of cognitive
technologies, creating new roles that must relate to data strategy becomes a must (chief information officer, chief
data officer, chief digital officer, chief analytics officer, etc.) [7].
Industries like financial system traditionally built on extended regulatory foundation are facing the
competition from new business models. Entry barrier in the banking system are challenged by new entrants with
higher operational efficiency business models, redefining client experience form face to face to on-line automated
interactions, based on advanced analytics (Figures 4-5) [22]. Digital economy business model’s efficiency and
competition dynamics will create pressure for new regulation in many industries.
STRATEGIES TO ADOPT DATA-DRIVEN DECISION PROCESSES
Organizational data-driven culture
Organizational culture refers to a system of values, knowledge, attitudes, morals, customs, and norms which
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are common and resected by members of an organization, as a framework of organizational practices, behavior,
and goals [18].
Correlated to organizational cultures, managers tend to have different perceptions over the benefits of
analytics that generates the behavior in adopting data driven tools [19]. Studies reveal that managers in smaller
organizations are more inclined to base their decisions on analytic results than managers in large organizations,
motivated to remain competitive against their larger counterparts [17]. The leadership role is influenced by the
decision-making processes, revenue responsibility culture and performance management.
Based upon the organization’s maturity analytic-related processes, Grossman [23] defines ﬁve levels: 1)
the organization can build reports; 2) the organization can build and deploy models; 3) the organization has
repeatable processes for building and deploying analytics; 4) the organization has consistent enterprise wide
processes for analytics; 5) the enterprise’s analytics is strategy driven (figure 2).
The development of advanced data driven solutions requires tackling challenges such as eliciting analytical
requirements, designing the machine learning solution, and ensuring the alignment of analytics initiatives with
business strategies [24], and creating new skills and mindset for large areas of the work force. Strategic approach
for implementing analytics is critical to achieve the desired results from data-driven insights [25].
Data driven decision-making adoption
Adoption of business process improvement strategies are now a concern of most business models [26], to
create and adapt the processes. Research of business analytics projects implementation are characterized by
uncertainty, and repeated changing requirements, that generate a high implementation risk (“it takes a special
breed of project manager to execute and deliver them”) [27]. Main risks in implementing this advanced analytics
and AI are linked to low quality data, identifying appropriate data analytics tools [4], the available analytical skills,
and also organizational culture and leaders’ power approach [14].
Traditional power structures and levels of internal bureaucracy are on certain path of change. An inherent
shift in power creates a new dimension for conflict in organization structures and will have the potential to create
a new level of innovation opportunities. Decision making process based on data has the potential to lower the
conflict level in organization, through increased transparency among people involved.
Strategies to Adopt Data-Driven Decision Processes
Considering limitations of traditional Business Process Management approaches in addressing changes
in business requirements [18], in our research we have identified two methodologies that have the potential to
accelerate new technologies adoption agile and continuous development.
Agile Strategy
Agile is a methodology originally used in IT organizations to build software or manage processes more
effectively. Based on a collaborative cross-functional teams are design to build minimally viable products and
features quickly, test them with customers, and refine and enhance them in rapid iterations. Agile is proven
to accelerate the redesign of business models, creating the ability to quickly reconfigure strategy, structure,
processes, people, and technology toward value-creating opportunities [18]. Agile data strategy relies on a similar
approach to development and delivery: cross-functional teams (business and IT) can generate reliable insights to
allow the organization to identify the highest business priorities and fast implementation [28].
Transforming companies to achieve organizational agility is in early stages, according to 2017 McKinsey
Global Survey many respondents say their companies have not yet fully implemented agile structures, even if the
advantages are clear. In the same time failure of agile implementation is linked with cultural issues like politics,
internal conflicts, lack of coordination, working and protecting silos. Digital economy requests an innovative spirit
in teams across the organization, to generate performance gains that keep businesses ahead of the competition.
Senior executives have increased probability to succeed in creating agile organizations, empowering small teams
with enough autonomy to act fast in the digital economy [29].
An HBR study shows that adopting agile strategy is best suited to innovative companies. Organizations like
Spotify and Netflix were born agile and have developed more this strategy; and companies that, like Amazon and
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USAA, are working on the transition from traditional hierarchies to more-agile enterprises [30]. Command-andcontrol leadership systems work best under stable and predictable operations, but today information overloads
have a high probability to paralyze command centers, creating bottlenecks. Studies have shown the fact that
agile turnaround leaders mitigate risks implementing the following steps: 1) continuously communicate the
strategic ambition to a broader range of people, 2) serve as coaches, not commanders, 3) strengthen lines of
communication among the teams, 4) shift measurement and reward systems to larger team [31].
Agile has evolved beyond software methodology development or operations management, becoming
a capability strategic data management tool. Agile data concept is a business-driven approach, using crossfunctional teams (business and IT), collaborating in “data labs” that have joint ownership on generating reliable
insights highest business goals to realize targeted outcome fast [28].
Implementing right data management strategies organizations can better address client’s needs, automate
processes, competing more effectively, and create new growth sources. Joint ownership business-IT can
accelerate innovation based on data-driven initiatives, and speed up the delivery of critical business information.
Continuous Development Strategy
Like Agile, Continuous Development also began as a software development methodology, and have been
identified a powerful potential in business process development [32]. Continuous delivery with roots on agile
methodology, different from agile in that it does not involve stopping and making a special effort to create a
releasable build. Continuous development in software industry strategy is based on software updates made
continuously, piece-by-piece, instead of improving software in one large batch, enabling software code to be
available for delivery - accelerating the entire build-test-deploy cycle. There are leading companies adopting
Continuous Development as a new business process methodology, with strategic implications towards faster
time-to-market, run more experiments, fix errors faster, maximize engineering productivity [32].
Facebook, founded in 2004, adopted the agile software delivery methodology to create weekly release
cycle, responding quickly to the market and the competition. But by 2016, the engineering team struggled to
support the scale of the weekly releases taking 14 hours to deploy in production. In 2017, Facebook transitioned
to a continuous development model, with a result in code deployment on average of 3.5 hours, by August 2017.
The insight for business executives is that continuous delivery represents a strategic option towards competitive
advantage. [32].
Leaders can decide over the strategic options correlated to different growth stages and organizations goals.
Data continuous development strategy could permit fast deployment of data driven solutions on critical operational
processes and new products development. In my opinion successful implementation is linked with defining key
performance indicators and revenue responsibility for leaders and teams involved in data management projects.
ADVANCED ANALYTICS INTEGRATION FINDINGs
Business analytics projects implementation are characterized by a high implementation risk due to low quality
data, identifying appropriate data analytics tools, the available analytical skills (Figure 3). Emerging technologies
integration directly creates all the premises for organizational power shift and levels of internal bureaucracy as
a consequence of data transparency and decision levels changes. This change requires a data driven type of
organizational culture, structure and systems. In the same time regulatory initiative will have a significant role data
driven tools integration in many industries and competitive dynamics will shape them.
Considering limitations in adopting data driven decision-making processes organizations must implement
strategic methodologies that have the potential to accelerate new technologies adoption. The present article
analysis agile and continuous development methodologies. Both strategies had been tested successfully as
software development methodologies. Agile data concept could accelerate innovation, based on joint responsibility
cross-functional teams, to better address client’s needs, automate processes, competing more effectively, and
create new growth sources. Data continuous development concept could permit fast deployment of data driven
solutions, focusing on critical operational processes and new products development with high impact over the
organization goals. Leaders can decide over the strategic options correlated to different growth stages and
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organizations goals.
From a risk point of view, AI is exposed to algorithms biases, ethics risks, and the lack of transparency in the
models developed beyond current scientific research. The AI implementation raises questions on the relationships
among technologies, ethical issues and the organizational decision-making processes, creating a new dimension
for leadership development. Every industry needs a new approach to regulate the risk level in adopting machine
learning models, and leaders in the organizations that can define adequate strategies, and ethics.
CONCLUSIONS
Digital economy vast streams of data have created a new paradigm for the business intelligence processes,
increasing the potential of advanced analytics and cognitive data tools. Lowering cost of implementing advanced
analytics, transformed large data structures in a business asset, that create strategic business value and potential
to differentiate from competition. From a leadership point of view, the speed of adopting data driven decisionmaking tools and processes are motivated by multiple stakeholders’ interest to accelerate sustainable profitable
growth, build competitive advantage, and manage rising risk of fast-growing startups competition. Advanced
analytics and cognitive data management tools have the potential to directly influence internal culture, future
organization strategy and revenue streams. The new decision-making processes requires a data driven type of
organizational culture, structure and systems, to manage organizational power shift because of data transparency
and decision levels changes.
Future research should consider developing qualitative and quantitative approach, to develop more insight
and knowledge on how data driven decision-making processes creates value in the organization. Study cases to
trace transformational changes over a period of time would create a broader view over the long-term sustainability.
Table1: 2018 Gartner annual report “Magic Quadrant for Data Science and Machine-Learning Platforms”
Leaders

KNIME, Alteryx, SAS, RapidMiner, H2O.ai

Challengers

MathWorks, TIBCO Software (new)

Visionaries

IBM, Microsoft, Domino Data Lab, Dataiku, Databricks (new)

Niche Players

SAP, Angoss, Anaconda (new), Terad

Table 2: Machine-Learning Platforms
H2O.ai

Leader in Gartner’s 2018 Magic Quadrant7 for Data Science and Machine Learning
Platforms after being chosen as a Visionary in the prior edition.
Customers include eBay, Capital One, Comcast.

Microsoft Azure

The platform allows data scientists to deploy models into production quickly as a web
service and then share them on the Azure marketplace to gain exposure.
Customers include Carnival Cruises, JLL, Fujitsu.

IBM Watson

The platform comes with built in learning, collaboration features and notebook tools for
working with Jupiter Notebooks for Python and RStudio for R.
Customers include Chevrolet, Macy’s, The North Face

Dataiku

Startup. The platform provides a host of guided data science and machine learning processes,
integrating a level of abstraction so that anyone using it can either code in Python, Pig, R, Hive etc.
Customers include L’Oreal, Trainline, AXA insurance

Databricks

Startup. New Entry Visionary. The platform provides a host for modeling machine learning
processes, integrating a level of abstraction so that anyone using it can either code in
Python, R, PySpark, etc.
Customers include NBC, Viacom, HP

7

7 Magic Quadrant for Data Science and Machine-Learning Platforms Published: 22 February 2018, https://www.gartner.com/doc/3860063/
magic-quadrant-data-science-machinelearning
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Figure 1.a.: Cost vs Decision Accuracy

Figure 1.b.: Cost of forecasting vs Forecasting Accuracy [15]

Figure 2: Organizations maturity on analytic-related processes
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Figure 3: Data driven decision-making processes implementation

Figure 4: Traditional Loan Granting Process – Small Business Loans

Figure 5: Digital Data driven decision process Loan Granting Process – Small Business Loans
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